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further limitation on Big Rivers’ ability to meet its capital requirements in a 

lease unwind. 

In your opinion, could Big Rivers meet the future capital 

requirements it expects today after an unwind if the current 

financial arrangements remain unchanged? 

No. In my opinion that would not be feasible. The comprehensive nature of 

the lien and security interest provisions of the Third Restated Mortgage and 

the after-acquired property provision alone would make providing any 

security for future revolving credit arrangements or power trading activities 

nearly impossible. Moreover, the prospect of Rig Rivers having access only to 

deeply subordinated debt subject to  advance approval of existing mortgagees 

to  satisfy its future capital requirements after an unwind would be an 

untenable situation. The only way to avoid the subordination and approval 

requirements of the Third Restated Mortgage and the Existing Intercreditor 

Agreement would be to use subsidiary entities, rather than Big Rivers, as the 

borrower. But that technique would only be available in circumstances 

where the assets to be financed are separate and distinct from the assets now 

owned by Big Rivers which are subject to the lien and security interest of the 

Third Restated Mortgage (e.g., a future generating unit). And even were Big 

Rivers to employ this technique, it would present practically insurmountable 
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issues of credit analysis for prospective lenders, and, a t  a minimum, would 

probably require the consent of the RUS under the financing documents 

between the RTJS and Big Rivers’ Members. It is my opinion that  a new 

financing arrangement is absolutely necessary for the Unwind Transaction to 

take place. The existing financing arrangements were workable for operation 

under the Lease Transaction, but are not feasible in the context of the 

expanded czpitzl requirements expected under the TJnwind Transaction. 

Do you believe that Big Rivers‘ increased ability to access capital is a 

benefit of the proposed transaction? 

I do. As noted in the testimony of Big Rivers‘ President and CEO. Michael H. 

Core, Exhibit 14, one of the principal benefits Big Rivers and its Members 

will realize from the Unwind Transaction is restoration of Big Rivers’ ability 

to access capital to finance system additions and power purchases -- or to 

make other arrangements to  meet growth associated with economic 

development. Because of the restrictive terms of the Third- Restated 

Mortgage, financial flexibility is an ability which Big Rivers has  lacked since 

1998. I share Mr. Core’s belief on this point. Once Big Rivers obtains the 

ability to  access other sources of capital on a more flexible basis, I believe 

that Big Rivers’ finances will be on a much more secure and sound footing. 
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What new financial arrangement does Rig Rivers propose to use in 

place of the existing financial arrangement? 

Big Rivers proposes that the Thud Restated Mortgage and the Existing 

Intercreditor Agreement be replaced with an  indenture (the “Indenture”) 

securing on a pro rata, pari passu, basis all of the indebtedness owed to Big 

Rivers’ existing senior secured creditors 2s we!! as fatare senior secured 

creditors of Big Rivers. Rig Rivers also proposes to  implement a greatly 

pared-down intercreditor agreement (the “New7 Intercreditor Agreement”). 

HQW does Big Rivers intend to structure the Indenture? 

A principal feature of the Indenture will be the use of a lien and security 

interest in favor of an  institutional trustee rather than in favor of each 

individual creditor as mortgagee. The Indenture will differ from the Third 

Restated Mortgage in other respects as well, but, generally, there are four 

primary differences: 1) the property that will be subject, to the lien and  

security interest; 2) the ability t o  issue additional pari passu debt; 3) the 

nature of the covenants and consents required; and 4) the procedure to 

supplement the Indenture. 
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What property will be subject to the lien and security interest in the 

Indenture? 

The Indenture, like the Third Restated Mortgage, will create a lien and 

security interest on most of Big Rivers’ real and personal property. However, 

there are exceptions from the property covered by the lien and security 

interest. Most notably, cash, most contracts (other thm those relating to  ths. 

ownership or operation of jointly-owned facilities and significant power 

purchase agreements) and stock in any subsidiaries (other than Big Rivers 

Leasing L,L,C) are not subject to the lien and security interest. These modest, 

but significant, differences in the property subject to the lien and security 

interest of the Indenture will provide Big Rivers with additional operating 

and financial flexibility. 

HOW will Big Rivers’ ability to issue additional pari passu, debt differ 

under the Indenture from its ability to  issue additional debt under 

the Third Restated Mortgage? 

TJnlike the Third Restated Mortgage, the Indenture will permit Big Rivers to 

issue additional debt secured by the Indenture on a pari passu, basis with Big 

Rivers’ existing senior secured creditors without obtaining their approval. 

Instead, any issuance of additional pari passu debt must meet certain 
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objective tests. These tests require that the additional debt be supported by, 

among other things, either (i) the existence of capital improvements to  Big 

Rivers’ electric system (including work in progress) resulting in “bondable 

additions”; (ii) the retirement or defeasance of, or principal payments under, 

outstanding debt secured by the Indenture; (iii) the deposit with the trustee 

under the Indenture of securities, which securities are issued under a n  

indenture, aortgage, or similar instrument in most respects t G  the Indenture; 

OT (iv) cash deposited with the Trustee. In addition, no additional debt issued 

on a pari passu, basis may be made absent the delivery of certain certificates 

and opinions of counsel. 

Why is this ability to issue additional pari passu debt important to 

TJnder the Third Restated Mortgage Big Rivers is subject to  the oversight of 

its senior secured creditors. Because any one of them can decide not to  

approve an issuance of additional debt, Rig Rivers is greatly hampered in its 

ability t o  meet an9 future capital requirements. The Indenture’s provisions 

replace this individual creditor approval requirement with objective tests, 

thereby permitting Big Rivers to  meet its requirements for financing capital 

improvements after the unwind in a responsible manner. This additional 

flexibility is an  absolute necessity in my opinion. 
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In what way will the covenants in the Indenture differ from those in 

the Third Restated Mortgage? 

The covenants in the Indenture will differ from those in the Third Restated 

Mortgage in that they do not vest in creditors pervasive control over Big 

Rivers’ operations to the extent of those in the Third Restated Mortgage. In 

many ways, hcwever, they are similar. Both the Indenture ant?. the Third 

Restated Mortgage have covenants dealing with things such as (a) the 

existence of liens on the property concerned; (b) maintaining and insuring the 

property concerned; (c) keeping appropriate books and records relating to  Big 

Rivers’ plant, properties and business; (d) distributions to Big Rivers’ 

members; and (e) the investment of surplus cash. The Indenture differs in 

that it includes a covenant concerning establishing and collecting rates for 

electric service as opposed to the Third Restated Mortgage’s covenant 

addressing only rate design. In  general tenor, however, the covenants in the 

Indenture will permit Big Rivers greater flexibility in the manner in which it 

can operate without need for frequent creditor consents which have proven 

cumbersome and time consuming in the past. For instance, consents by the 

RUS under the Third Restated Mortgage have taken months to acquire. 

How does the Indenture’s treatment of supplements to the Indenture 

differ from supplements to the Third Restated Mortgage? 
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In general, the Indenture is structured much more flexibly to  permit 

modifications without the need to consult minority holders. The Indenture 

will permit supplements without the consent of the holders of Indenture 

obligations for a variety of actions which are either ministerial or otherwise 

not deemed contrary to  the interests of the obligation holders under the 

Indenture. Other supplements to the Indenture will require the approval of 

the holders of 8 rnzjxity of the principal amounts of the outstanding 

obligations of any series of obligations issued under the Indenture which are 

affected by that supplement. Certain fundamental changes in Indenture 

provisions will require the consent o f  each holder of an obligation affected by 

the supplement, but these circumstances are strictly limited. The provisions 

o f  the Indenture dealing with supplements, thus, will substantially diminish 

the ability of a minority obligation holder or holders to extract concessions 

from Big Rivers in return for their agreement to  modifications to the 

Indenture which Rig Rivers feels are necessary over the long term. This is a 

significant benefit for Big P Livers. ’ 

What effect will the new financial arrangements knave on the Existing 

Intercreditor Agreement? 

One effect of the TJnwind Transaction is the elimination from the 

Intercreditor Agreement. of the E.ON 1J.S. subsidiaries and their mortgages, 
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as  those mortgages are related to obligations created by the existing Lease 

Transaction. This change, coupled with the establishment of the Indenture 

trustee, creates a need to terminate the Existing Intercreditor Agreement. In 

its place a greatly simplified New Intercreditor Agreement will be used. The 

New Intercreditor Agreement will establish certain covenants. notice 

provisions and cure rights among the parties to  the economically defeased 

transactian closed in 2OOO (on the one hand) 2nd the trustee under the 

Indenture on behalf of the holders of the obligations secured by the Indenture 

(on the other hand). 

Does Big Rivers eontemplate a need for any other post-Unwind 

Transaction financing arrangements other than the Indenture and 

the New Intercreditor Agreement? 

Yes. Big Rivers may require access to  sources of working capital other than 

the proceeds of first mortgage bond debt after the unwind. Credit facilities 

will be necessary for the front-end expenditures of capital improvement 

projects, for temporary working capital, for power trading activities by Big 

Rivers, and for other purposes incidental to the operation of Big Rivers’ 

generation and transmission system after the Unwind Transaction has been 

completed. Big Rivers is currently assessing prospective lenders to provide 

these credit facilities and anticipates having one or more such facilities in 
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place prior to the date the Unwind Transaction is closed. Whether and  how 

these facilities will be secured remains to be determined. Big Rivers will 

supplement this Application to present the details regarding any such 

facilities once they take final form. 

Has Big Rivers finalized the terms of the Indenture and the New 

Inter c r  editor Agreement? 

No. Big Rivers has not yet completed negotiations with its existing creditors 

concerning the provisions of the Indenture and the New Intercreditor 

Agreement. These negotiations with Big Rivers’ creditors could not be 

completed until the final terms of the negotiations between Big Rivers, E.ON, 

the Smelters, and Rig Rivers’ member distribution cooperatives were 

completed. Before finalizing this Application for approval of issuance of the 

specific evidences of indebtedness, Big Rivers must complete these 

negotiations, reduce the results to writing, and begm the process of obtaining 

investment grade credit ratings on these obligations from Standard c;& Poor’s 

and  Moody’s rating agencies. Nevertheless, certain aspects of the new 

financial arrangements have been tentatively agreed upon, pending final 

financing, and Big Rivers can make certain representations regarding the 

likely disposition of the new financial arrangements. Once Big Rivers has 

finalized these negotiations and begun the process of obtaining the 
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investment grade credit ratings, which Big Rivers anticipates will be occur in 

the very near term, Big Rivers will file the final terms and conditions of the 

Indenture and the New Intercreditor Agreement. 

How can the Commission act now on Big Rivers’ new financial 

arrangements absent agreement on the final terms of these financing 

arrangements? 

Big Rivers does not expect the Commission to  approve the financing 

arrangements absent a review o f  final terms. But obtaining final creditor 

sign-off on the changes and then commencing the process to obtain 

investment grade ratings from Moody’s and Standard & Poor’s could not 

occur until the other aspects of the Unwind Transaction were finalized. 

Because of all parties’ interests in obtaining a lease unwind as soon as  

possible it was necessary for this Application to be filed before these financial 

issues could be finalized. Big Rivers recognizes the importance of finalizing 

these financing arrangements quickly to present the Commission with the 

necessary particulars as soon as possible. However, the financial 

arrangements will be substantially the same as described in my testimony 

and thus  should not present any surprises once these arrangements are 

finalized and presented to the Commission. 
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Why does Big Rivers require an investment grade rating from 

Moody’s and Standard & Poor’s? 

In order for Big Rivers t o  obtain a n  attractive rate of interest on the debt it 

undertakes, Big givers requires an  investment grade rating from these credit 

rating agencies. Obtaining lower than investment grade ratings would 

increase Big Rivers’ cost of capital to unacceptable levels. Obtaining an 

investment grade rating is a condition to closing the Unwind Transaction 

under the Termination Agreement. 

Does Big Rivers have the requisite corporate authority to permit it 

to restructure its finances? 

Yes. Big Rivers will file a Board resolution authorizing it to restructure its 

finances in the manner contemplated when it supplements this Application. 

Please describe the financial approvals Big Rivers is requesting from 

the MPSC in this Application. 

Because Big Rivers’ negotiations with its creditors and final documentation 

and rating of its new financings have not, been completed, Big Rivers cannot 

yet definitively describe all the financing approvals it will need from this 
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Commission. However, Big Rivers will seek approvals to issue evidences of 

indebtedness, and to amend certain evidences of indebtedness previously 

approved by the Commission, and issued by Big Rivers, that are  required t o  

provide Rig Rivers with the financing capability to  resume control of its 

generating facilities and to finance its operations. In general terms, Big 

Rivers expects to request approval to: (i) issue bonds; (ii) enter into the 

Indentwe; (iii) enter into certzin operating lines of credits; (iv) enter into 2 

New Intercreditor Agreement; and (v) execute related amendments t o  some of 

the documents in the defeased salelleaseback transaction approved by the 

Cornmission and entered into by Big Rivers in 2000. 

What are the purposes and uses of the financing for which Big Rivers 

will Toe seeking approval? 

Big Rivers expects its financing arrangements to reflect that Big Rivers will 

prepay approximately $440 million of its RUS debt. Big Rivers will prepay 

$176 million of the RUS debt from cash on hand a t  closing. Big Rivers then 

expects that it will issue approximately $264 million of public debt which, 

along with the remaining RIJS debt, will be secured by the new Indenture. 

The new Indenture will replace the existing RTJS mortgage. Although Big 

Rivers has yet t o  finalize these numbers, for the purposes of Big Rivers' 

Unwind Financial Model, Big Rivers has assumed that it will have $351 
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million of RUS debt carried at a n  annual interest rate of 5.82%, and $82 

million of short-term fixed public debt and $181.5 million of fixed public debt 

carried at, an all-in cost of 5.82% and 5.92%, respectively. However, Big 

Rivers does not intend to make a final decision on the composition of its debt 

(public vs. RUS) until the closing of the Unwind Transaction. In this respect, 

this final decision will serve as a built-in hedge against interest rates. To the 

extent public debt carries 2 l3wer interest rate than the existing PLUS debt, 

Rig Rivers will issue more public debt at Closing. To the extent the RLJS debt 

carries a lower interest rate, Big Rivers will issue less public debt at Closing. 

Could you please describe the Evidences of Indebtedness Big Rivers 

will issue? 

Exhibit 33 attached to the Application describes the evidences of 

indebtedness which Big Rivers will issue in connection with the approvals 

requested by this transaction. 

How does Big Rivers intend to dispose of the ARVP Note? 

As part  of the Lease Transaction, Big Rivers provided the RTJS with a 

promissory note in the amount of $265 million (the “ARW Note”). The ARTP 

Note bears no interest and comes due in full on December 31, 2023. Big 
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Rivers has paid down portions of the ARVP Note with revenue from certain 

wholesale sales of power it has purchased from the E.ON 1J.S. Parties excess 

to Big Rivers' needs. In order to  account for the remaining amouiit due on 

the ARTP Note, the Big Rivers financial model treats the ARVP Note as a 

zero coupon interest-bearing bonc?. The financial model assumes that the 

ARVP Note will be paid when it is due in December 31, 2023. 

One pari of the proposed new financing arrangement concerns 

replacing a portion of existing BUS secured debt with public debt. 

Could you explain why Big Rivers is proposing this? 

The main reason for this proposal is to  levelize Big Rivers' debt service. 

Moreover, as I mentioned earlier, RTJS secured debt comes with certain 

strings attached relating to RUS approval of certain actions taken by Big 

Rivers. Required RUS approvals restrict Big Rivers' flexibility and its ability 

to meet its capital requirements. Public debt, by contrast, can be obtained at 

mutually negotiated terms that generally will leave the borrower with 

greater latitude to  act as it deems appropriate. While Big Rivers appreciates 

its historic relationship with the RUS and the great assistance the RTJS has 

provided to  Rig Rivers, Big Rivers would prefer the greater flexibility to take 

advantage of whatever alternative is more financially attractive. This issue 

is discussed in the testimony of Mark Mi. Glotfelty, Exhibit 21. 
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1 Q. Mr. Rlackburn, does this conclude your testimony at  this time? 

2 

3 A. Yesi t  does. 
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Big Rivers Transaction Benefit 
From E.BN-US 

1 
2 
3 
4 Cash 
5 
6 Residual Value Payment 
7 
8 LG&E Rental Income Advance 
9 

10 Fuel Inventory & Other 
11 
1 2  Settlement Promissory Note 
13 
14 Coleman Scrubber 
15 
16 SO2 Allowance & Ot,her 
17 
18 Expense Unamortized Marketing Payment 
19 
20 Assurances Agreement Payment 
21 
22 Total 
23 
24 
25 

S Millions 

301.5 

150.4 

11.4 

55.0 

16.0 

97.5 

10.9 

(15.7) 

(4.3) 

622.7 
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E.0K U.S.. ~ursuant to vif’nrcii. arnong other rransactionz those parties agreed tc1 iointiT h i d  
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Sam? fim? and i: conic! no? be determined hou. much of tine i ransasrion Cosrs wirti respec; tc 
such service: are aliocaule to each of tne two partie:. and riie panies iiereto could no; agree IO 2 
reasonabie aliocarior! withhi 1 0  aays. then tne aliocarion would bo deemed to be 1!Ti of suck 

raisacrior! LOSE rci ?I\/ICC an6 i,': rcl Eof.i,. Ii PlWX. BOLL, an6 .iinYtxx all received sucii 
services ir: the foregoing e;;aniple. Gien tho aliosaiiori wouid be aeenied ro CY 1.'_ tci D1\4CC. l;?, 

c 

- 

- - 

and 1 '3 ro -&iibac 
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Finding of Transacrion Costs 
Februaq? 9.2007 
Page four 

If you are in zgreernenl wirh fne foregoing, please execute multipk copes of t i s  ieaer ni 
T h d ;  vou for VOUi the space proviaed beiou and return them to eacn of t‘ne othe; pasties 

cooperation. 

7 t. .iaci; Gam. Presicieni ’’ 
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Paul W. TnomDsori 
Senior Vice Presiaenr 
Energy Senriccs 
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Funaing of Consent Fees 
F6oruary 9. 2005 
Page m o  

h: hgh? of the circumstances under wtucl! the consents descr i~ed above I as virell as offie: 
consems required for tne cornpietion of the Ijnwrnd Transacnons and tile Snielrer Power 
Transactions) mal be requuea, =.OK. Big Elvers. &can and Centuq kesir:: IC superseae tne 
h c i m g  arrangements conremplated m the _ku=gusi 9 LetLer with ms ietLe: agreement aeaiing wit11 
uie res. as a e k e d  Deiov,. and to ente; into 2 separate iem: agreenisnT to eviaence tlier 
agreements with respect to tne h a m g  of cenam Transacnor COSTS (as defined r h e r ~ , ~ !  
Tnereiore. the pmies hereto agree as follows 

.T- 

- 
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Fundins o f  Consent Fees 
Februanr 9. 200': 
Page t h e e  

-. 
.J . Zach ofE.C)N C.S.. Eig Rivers. kieai  a i d  Cennq; f d e r  aci;novliiedpes tnar bs 

ielxef agreement an6 its conreiits are subiecr ro the Nor!-Disciosure Agreemenrs among t i e  p a r k s  
aared l\iovember 3ci. 3005. as arnenaed ou Decenftx- 2. X E ,  and r;o an!; oiner coniiaemiaiir?: 0: 

nor-aisciosure ageenienrs now- in effecr between an!; combinarion of Big Rjvers. tile Snieiizers 
r .  .S. t or any oi IZS suitxidiaries i. 

/ 
't Tile iiu-gusi 9 i,erce; is iiereiy remiinared a n d  rendered of no h r r h e ~  force oi 

effeci whatsoever effecnv:: rmmediareh 

If vou are in agreemeii; with tile foregoing. pease execure muhipi=. copies of t i v s  ienp,: u, 
ibak yo11 io:: vou: v- tine space proviaecl beiom and r e m i  inem to eacri of tile otner parties. 

cooperarion. 

lviicnael Core. Presiaen: and CEG 

I- 

Y VOI-~ (-1 ' l i n i  OU. Fresiaeiir 
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201 Third S u e s  
P.0. Em 24 
Henderson. Sa” 424.19-0024 
270827-1561 
wvwbigrivers.coo; 

Paul V!. Thompsox! 
Senior Vi CP, President 
Energy Services 
LG&E Energy LLC 
220 West Main Street 
P.O. box 32030 
Henderson. KY 40232 

Re: Cost Sharing of Big FGvers’ Transaction Costs 

bear Paul: 

Big Rivers is appreciative of LG&E hergy,  LLC‘s (‘ZG&E Energy”) wiliingness to 
conmbte to the due ciiIigence and nansacdon corn of Big hlvm relaring ‘La the proposed 
unwind of the existing Big Iiivm/LG&E transacrion (the ‘Vnwind Transaction”). Set forth 
bdow is our unciemciing of our agreement 

1 L G B  Energy will reimburse Big hvers  an additional $75.000 by Wiarch25, 
2OX. for costs incurred through january 3 1,2064 m connection with the hwinci T T ~ E W X ~ O L  

3. LG&E Energy will reimburse Eig Rivm foi 75% of Big kivm actual COS= 

incurred for outside counsel, consultants and advisors in connection witb the Unwi~c! 
Transaction ( L ‘ c o s ~ ~ ’ ~  from February 1, 2004 h u p h  the cornpietion of the negotiation of L: 
tiehirive term sheet with respect to the Unwind Transaction. 

3. Upon ciosing of an rjnwind Transaction, LG&E Energy will reimburse Eig 
fivers the baiance of the costs described in parapph 1 abovz not previousiy reimbursed and tiin:: 
balance C75%) of the costs ciescribed in para-graph 2 above not p~viously reimbursed. 

4. Ti either LG&E Energy or Big Rivers decides not to continut with the Unwind 
Transaction substantially in the form currently canremplatetj then LG&E Energy‘s obiigation tn 
pay costs snali terminate on h e  da~e that such ciecision is communicated m writing to the o b c  
p m .  in such event, Energy shall have.no iurther obiigation to Big Rivers for such COSG 

iiom and aftei t h ~ ,  termination aak,, except for thost COSTS tiescribed in parappk~ 2 above 
incurred prior to the termination ciare and unpaid as of the termination dare, and except as 
proviaed in paragraph ti beiow. 

5 Big River;. will invoice LG&E Energy on a monthiy basis witin LG&E ERCT~V’S 
papznrs  a t e  by th:: 25th of fn: foIIowng month LG&E Energy. at ITS expense. may nave thr 
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validity of Big fivers! invoices confirmed by a.mutuaIiy acceptable third parry. This thirti parr)' 
wiIl have access TO all bacAup documenration with respect to sucin invoice corn but will be under 
an obligation not 10 Ciisciose to LGBE Energy anything other han th:: amount of such costs? the 
date on which such costs were incurred by Big Kvm. whether such invoiced costs equal f i e  
percentag:: of Big Rivei's overall corn conzemplareci in para,mpl 2 above! ma whether they 
were incured in connecrion with the Unwind Transacsion. 

6. E at any time during the 2-year period commencing with t k  date that cib:rthPI: 
LGhE Energy or Big Rivers gives the notic-, referred to in paragraph 4 above, LG&E Energy 
shall reach an agreement with any third p a  to uansfer to suc'n tbirii ?any any suostantid pari 
of irs rights and obligaiions with respect to the Big 'liivers/I,G&E transaction, LG&E Energ\, 
will, upon request, reimburse to Big Rivers 100% of.the costs of Big P i v m  related to t'nt 
Unwind 'Transacnon nor previously reimbursed. The provisions of this paragraph 6 shall noi 
apply to (i) any saie of LGBE Energy or all or substantialiy all of the amen of LG&E Energy! 0: 

iiij any nansfer t o  my entity of which L G E  Energy, ciirectly or inciirectly, h o b  80% of tic 
equity interest. 

7 .  W-ithout otherwise exuanciine 07 ' h i t i ne  &e effects of h e  otner orovisions ofthis 

party without iiabiIity to the other party (except to the limited ex&t aeiineated 111 this 
agreement)" 

If you are in agreement with thz  foregoing, piease SD signifjr by signing ana rearming the 
enciosed copy of his ietter whereupon fhe same shali become a binhng agreement between UT 

(- - 
Very rmiy yours. 

Vice President Connact kaminisnaiion 
And fieprularory -airs 
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Irern IQo. IVi ate ri ai s 
.I 1 .  1 %!VI RON MENTAL 

1C;opies of 0; accsss IC) ali consen:z, iiiings an6 corresponaencs reia-csb TTJ tnc EREC 'aciiiiie; (tne Term: 

I i 

j - r .  - D ICOD\/ of tne roliowinp environmental Dermirs currentiy exisrina TO' t n s  BRr ,  raciiiw 
l'i. KPDES Perrnrrs 

__. P Landfill Permits 

, 

~ 

-- I_ 

--- 13. Air Permirs 
K .  UST Permirs I 

_I 

I 
I -.-- is, Radiation Licences - 

/5" kazardous Waste identiiicatiori and Ceriiiicaiior, I 
i 

PLANTS. OPERkTIONS. MAINTENkNCZ &NE REPAIRS ' "  
/~=ODISS o or access K J  the following operaring aaia rinciuoinG, conrroi roorr,, snitL SuDeNisor a* otnerl 
loperaxor l o p )  since Juiv I998 for escn BREC Faciiiry by uni: ooeranng rernpwaiurc,, nressure, capacity, 

I 1 

1 1  - I 

I E iand vibration - 

jGopies of or a c e s ~ ~  KO alanr oDerauons anu marnrenance remas  tnai oescme for ezzn ERE? Facilirv all 
\major repairs ana carnal imnrovemenrs (5;100,000 or more) mans aurrng tne perior, Juh, 1998 tnrcugn tn6 
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Itern No Mate ria is 
I ~ 

-- h. Iiincluding scoDe of work) used to maintain and operate the facilities ior the vears 2004 and 2005. 

I 

k list for each BREC Faciliiy of rental equipment leases and contracts for outside services or laboq 
I 

I 
ICopies of Ltliimate fuel and mineral ash sampling analvsis and rcporis for iue!, including petroleum coke,/ 
/delivered ai eactl BREC Facility io; tne period July 1998 tnrougn tne present under conriacIs thai %rend\ 

I 
I 

I__- 

i .  jbevond July I, 2006 ana are anticiDated - to be assumed by BREC. 1 
I 1 

i. khe present. by month and bv veai-. I 

Yminimum nei camicir\i" for such unit or station, as the case may De. , "I 
i 7 

/Sopies io: each BREZ Facility of OSHA iogs anrj repor?s io; tne period cornmencinc July 7998 tnroughi 
--__1 

___ L-__ 
[Copies of reports or analvses io; each BEEC Facility tnar descrioc the criteria used D!! VVKE to aetermine' 

I;. 

1 .  

Copies of reports or analyses conducted by tne LGBE Parties relaiing to life-assessmeni oi any Bid 
I 

----- 

Lopies of Insurers' inspection or Loss Prevention reporis for each BREC Facility irom July 
m. /Dresent. ---, 

I I I I 

ICopies of reports or analvses relaring to tne physical condition of tne railroar, rracks and associated' 

I 
I n Facilities locared at the Wuson Station -I 

/Copies of or access to plant maintenance records thai describe all maintenance and capital expenditures/ 
kor t h e  oeriod July 1996 through the oresent to maintain t h s  railroad and  railroad facilities at Wilson. 0.  
I 

D. i Looies of reoorts or anaivses reiating to the phvsical caoabilitv o i  receiving coal by iail at Wilson. I 
I -1 

3 .  1 FUEL AND REAGENT j 

I I 
~ 

I 
ILopies of reports and analyses reiating to fuel and reaami invenrory quality at each BREC Facility as of 

t,. lbecernber 3'1. 2004 for. I 
I 'I. Coal 
1 I 2. Perroleurn Coke ~ 

1 Z .  DBA (Reaaent) I 

! 4, Sodium Sulfite (Reaaent 1 i 
15. Lime (Reapenti ~ 

Copips of repom, analyses. or studies periormeti ay the LG&E Parties regardlng tne burning of perroleurn1 
I e. Icokein BREC Facilities. - , 

--- 

I 

- 
16. Limestone (Fteaaent! ~ 

17. Fixation Lime j 

IE: Prooane I , 

c i'jooi: >vfijlue of invenrorL, E: Si7.E: Facilin, as, of Lp.cLjmof' 2 i ,  20W io:-. 
1 " I .  5,031 I 

I 

1 c  
1 L. tw-oieurn Coke 
I ?  DES:.. ('Keapenii 
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I 
~ ----I __--- 
- L l  LABOR AND EMPLOYMENT --- 

hem No i~ at2 r/ a I s 
14 Sodium Sulfrre (Reagent\ I 

I5 Lime (Reagent) ~ 

I 16 Limestone - (Reagent) ---.-..--i 

J I i Fixation Lime 
18 ProDane i 

19 Fuel Oil I 

--- 

j 
IZopies of or access to any lists avaiiable (by BREC Facility, where available) as o? 12/31/04 of Personal 
Property (as defined in the Pariicipation Agreement), o the r  than Spare Parts and Materials, Supplies, 
inventory and caal inventories, including, where avaiiable, t h e  original cost, date purcnased and ulaceu in; 

--. E .  ICoDies of stafiina Dians and - studies for each BREC Facilitv. 
I -- 

b. ICoDies of all lob aescriorions and organizational cham io; eacn BREC 3zi l iTy I 

I I 
I 

c. IbescriDiions of workers' cormensation insurance Droprams. I 
I 7 

EN GIN EER I N *z I - 6 1  
-- 2 Ikn eiecironic iisrinp o i  all man1 sysrem orawinas 

I 

I - 
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Eig k v e r s  Eiecrnc Corp 
201 Tiurd Srreet 
F.G. Box 2~ 
Henderson. I<eiituck> 4241 9-002k 
A&~I Michael Core. President and CEO 

Subject Cost Sharing of Eig Rivers’ Transaction Cost:: Otiier Comniiuiientc 

A. Cost Reiniburs ement Comitmenrs  

Reference is made to the letter agreemeiii dated Iviarch 9. 20W benveer. Big Rivers 
Electric Corporation (“Big fivers”) and LG&E Energ! LLC (“LGkE Ener3”j mrsuani to 
which LG&E Energy agreed to reiniburse Big fivers for cenain costs and expenses that may be 
incurred b> 11 in connection with the “Unwind Transaction” mdei discussion as ascribed 
therein (the “Existing Cost Share Agreement”) A copy of the Exisring Cost Sharft Agreement is 
attached nerero as Exhibit A Capitaiized te rm used but iioi aefined in this lette: agreemen1 
snail have riieir sanie respecrive meanings as m f i e  Kev, Fanicipation hgreemeni. dated as of 
-4pril 6. 1996. as amended. among Big Rivers and cenain affiiiates o i  LG&E Energ! (tne “Xev 
Panicipatioii kgreemeni”). or if not so defined therein. then in the Existing COST Share 
AAgr eemem 

. .I Big Rivers and M K E  C o p  .. a Kentuck), corpomion and ai: inarecz wholi:;-o.ir,lnd 
subsidiary 01’ L G ~ E  Energy ~ c c v \ ~ I < ~ ” ~ ,  agree tiat tfie terms and conditions sei forti1 in the 
Exisring Cost Share Agreement shall continue to goveni the rights of Big Rmrs aiid tlie 
obligations of LG&E Energy with respect to the circumstances upoii whiCi1. and the rimes ai 
which, LG&E E n e r g  shall be required to reimburse Big Rivers for an!- ‘Lcosts“ (as defined in tlie 
fixistin: Cost Share Agreement) that have been incurred hy BiE Fdvers zt ~ii:;~ xinx p - a ~  E! th: 
date of this letter agreemeni (the “Execution Dare”). and nothing contained in t h i s  iette; 
apeement shall be deemed to anleiid 07 modify those remis or conditions as tire). ma:‘ relate ID 
tnose costs. However. notwithstanding anything contained iii the Existing Cost Snarft Agreenieii; 
to tnc. conrrar)’. the, provisions of this Iener agreemen? aione u4l govern the rights oEBig Rjver; 
and the obligations of TYKE witii respeci to the circumstances uDon wiiicli. and the times ai 
mrhicii. VKE shall b: required to reimburse Big Rivers for an:’ such “costc~ ( o r  any otner costs 
or sxpenses of tne r p e s  contemplated beiow that have beeii incurred or m a y  be incurred i?!. Big 
Rivers ai an!’ rime ou or after the Execution DaIe. i i  being understood and ageed tha: L G E  
mierg!. shall no: nave an:. obiigatioii to reimburse Eig F4vers uncie? tiif E:;.isting Cosi Shar: 
.4,nreemmen1 for an?- “costs“ 01 other costs oi’ e~:penses that nave been incurred or ma:. b: incurred 

Big h v e r s  ai an:‘ time on or a f k  tne cxecuriox. Dart L r J E  5nery . ;  -_ sliz’:! E:. L tmi-c pan;> 
’nener’ciar:” of Eig Rivers” covenants and agreeniems sei- forth in til? meceding sentmct and tlic 
Sam” s’nali be ciepvnied to amend t‘ne Existing Cas: Slart  kgreen7eni accorciingl! Tile oarrip: 
agee tnai ai-1 ljnwin6 Trailsactior shall not b: aeemed tc ;  inciude an:. Pvxpiralioz 01 eari- 

7 

. .  

-. . 

7.- 

- . .  . 
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7 (:ai M K 2  will. or' v d l  cause on? 01' niorf of its affiiiates IC). rehiourst 5is 
Rivers ior seventy-five percen? (75%) of all OUT of pocicei costs and expenses ibu? exciuciing 
intemai staffins costs ana aliocatecl overheari cost:, of Gig Fivers and its member aismbmion 
cooperarivesj thar may bc incurred by Big Fivers on and after tiic zxecutioii Sat::, in connection 
with tiit invesIigaxioii. evaiuatioi? and negotiation of. and fne preparation of ageenients: 
obtaining of necessary consents and approvais and satisfaction o i  otner conditions urececiem h. 
t k  proposed Tjiiwind Transaction, wnether 0;' iioi tiic proposed Tjnwind Transacrioc shali be 
complewi. inciuciing without limitarioc. sevenTyfiv=: percent 1750'0) of. 

.__ 

ii I 
Eiig Rivers: 

Tne fees ami ciisbursenients of couisel to Big R ~ v e ~ s  and an)' aavisors to 
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/-- Big Fdvers Eiecmc ~ o r ~ ;  
ktxn Michael Core. Presiaen: 

And CEO 
November 1. 2.004 
Page 2 

('jv) Tne fees of th: Moody's a i d  S&P rating agencies ac: requested Eig 
Fh7ers io issue a credit assessment or siniiiai- service. for Big kvers  and a credii. raring on or with 
resps5 to Big, kivers 0;' its outsIm6ing aebi  securities iii coixiecrioii with the propose6 T-hvciiiid 
i ransaction: 7,- 

(v; The fees and expenses of Woodward-Clvde, 01' other niutualiJr acceptable 
eiivironmenra! consultanr. in connection with its undercaking of a: environnlental audil of til: 
Geiierzting Plants aid the Real Property on behalf of Big Rivers and LGGLE Energ>! 101' its 
zEiIiate(s);j in connection with the proposed Unwiiid Transaction. and 

(vi, Tne fees and expenses of counsel to the underwriters in connection with 
anir issuance of public, aebi securities in connection with the Unwind Transacrion. or an!' fees 
and expenses (inciuciing counsel fees and expenses) o i  credit enhancers or interim or ions remi 
leiiaers (other than underwriters or purcnasers of pubiic debt securities) in connection witii tiie 
Unwind Transaction. 

fb) The aggregate of all oul-of-pocket costs and expenses thar ma) be 
incurred by Big Rwers foliowing the Execution Date in connectioii with the proposed Unwind 
Transaction as aescribed above in Subsection A . 2  a). regardless of whether Big Rivers is entitled 
to bs rembursed for the same pursuant to Subsection /,.?(a) i'nut exciuaing the internal staffing 
costs and allocated ovefnead costs of Big kvers  and its member ciisninutiorf cooperatives 
aescribed VI Subsection L..3(a) above). are heremaher collectrveh referred to as tnc  "Big hvers 
I ransaction Costs lu'onvltnsranding any'hnf contained eisewhere in tnis lettei agreement to 
the contrarjr. til5 agFegate amouni of Big Ptwers Transaction Costs for wliicii Big Fmers shall ai 
any time be entitled to reimbursement from MXE pursuant to this Subsectioni.2 shall be 
SiLteen Million Five Bunared Tnousand Doliars (S; 16.500.000 00 I The Big Rivers Transaction 
Costs shall not include an!' costs or expenses incurred 'n! an! SrnelLeI Party the Citl of 
Henderson. Xentuci? 01 the Cin of Henderson LJtiIit) Commission that are chargeable to or 
reimbursable b ~ r  Big Rivers o: Kenerg! Corp unless tiit ageernent of Big FJver: or Kenerg: 
Lorp (as appilcabls) to iuncl 01 reimburse tnar tnirll pars1 for tne sanle nas Deer apurovea 11: 

writing b!i V\XE 

,..- .. - 

-- 

( c )  l<onvithstanding anytiling contained in tnis iette? agreemen; 10 the 
conrrar? the Big Rivers Transaction Costs shali no? mciuac 

(1 , ani taxes or assessments n ~ ,  a m  governmental n; resplaw autnonn 
ansing oui o i  the consumlation of the proposed Unwinr? ~ransacri0i-i 0- anT otne- rransacnon 
entered. into in c,onnecrion therewitii 07 to faciinate tne s m z .  

,. . 
i ii i tine costs 07 expenses associated with Eig FGvers' pp,rformaiic:: of an!' jleb;. 

obiigation or iianiiit:; expressly assumed b! Eiis PLivers froni LG&E Energ!- OT 11; affiiiar ir. 
comiectioii witk, the Tjnwind 7ransactioc. or an:\. aen-.. obligation 0:' naoint!. unaertai;eii i?.. Big 

.. . . - ,  

.. . ... 
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Big Rivers Elecn-1:: Corp 
Ahx hiiichael C,ore. Presiaeiil 

And  CEO 
November 1.30W 
Page 

Rivers pursuanl t G  an!! definitive agreement entered into b~x i; iil order tci consmiar t  t,he 
~ . ~ i i r n m d  Transacrion or any otlier rxansacrion entered into 111 connection with OT 10 faditate thz 
T-irmLr?$ Transsctior, ( ati;;z: k m  a;;;). expzns? f.~.~diiig o: rzin~bui'semei~t coiimitirients expressi). 
niade, b\. Eig ILi~7ers to one or inore third parries as comempiatea anovej; 

- -  . 

( iii t any costs or expenses iiicurred by Big Rivers or' any other person or entin 
lii connectioii with anv aispute or imption uroceeding c e m ~ ~ i i  L';&.E Energ!' 01 11: afITiiiatec si. 
OII the one hand. and Elg R . ~ r e r ~  or such othe; person or eiitlxs. 011 tiit other haiicl. Oi be&l&ai Elf 
l u v v I o  md such 0 t h ;  persorJ or eiititll. in e1lnel case arising oui of an! ietcer of inteiii or 
ae-fnirive documentation tliar ma! be entered into by L,G&E Energ and/o: it; afrcziiatec s j €315 
kvers and/or such other person or entiti.. o; 

c 1 T r P - r  

iiV) any fee or other remuneration (exclusive of reimbursable OUT of poclcer 
expenses) payable to any persoii or entity on tine basis of or condirioned upon the success or 
complexion of the Unwind Transaction. or on the basis of tne value of the Unwind Transacrioii or 
2 comuonem tnereoi. or on the basis of an!' other transactioii entered into in conneciion 
therewith 07 an! fez or remuneration represenring an unciemmers fee or tine like 01 i! 

banldienaer coxnmirment fee 01 tne iiice 

1 * T  

J in tne event LG&r Energ). its reievanl afKiiates and Eig FJvers successfull\ 
negotiate and  enLer into ciefimnve aocumentatioii with respect to an Unwind Transaction. and 
sucn unrnaid ?ransacno11 is conswmaled in accordance with tnat dosumentation i'nur no; 
before). V\'~LC wili reimburse Eig Rivers f O i  ail Big Rivers Transaction Costs thai have been 
incurred 0' will be incurred b> Eig Pdvers. but which have nor previousljr been remnursed bT 
MXE pursuant to Subsection .4L?( a) above, provided. that tne rnaxmum aggregate amount of 
Eig R I T ~ ~ S  Transaction Costs for whch  Big k v e r s  shall at any time be entrlled to reimburscnient 
from VqcE. pursuant to this ietcer agreenieni c'iiiciuding wihoul hniitation. pursuant to 
Subsection -4.7 above or b s  Subsection JL.3) snail be ?went: Two l V L i 1 h i i  Dollars 

T -  

--r--- 

6 12,o 00.00 0.00 1 
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A&n Michael Cor:. Presiaenl 
And CEG 

November 1. 2002 
Page 5 
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Big Pdvers Electnc Crorp 
ktm Michael Core. President 

And CEO 
IGovernber 1. 2001 
Page rl 
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panics and an!' affiliates of LG&E EnSrQ that mall  be panies to or beneficiaries of thar iener oC 
in tea  or 0tiie.r cominnent ,  MKE agrees tct cause LGkE Energ>' ana its reievm affiiiates to 
ilono: and aoide by any such pemiitted tc,minaIiop of that binciing lene? of intenl. h;,. Big F..?ve!z 
i.2 the wen? V,KE shall terminate Sectior; A fif this lener agreenien: prior to the execution and 
deliverJ1 of 2 legally-binding ietter of intent (as contemplated above) o; foliowing an even1 of the 
type conternplated in subclause (a )  or (b) anove. either MiTLE or Big fivers shall thereafLer be 
entitled. ii? its sole discretion, tfi terminate ti:: remainder of t i is  1etter agreement ( suD,j eci tr: tiif 
lasl. sentence of fhis Subsection A.5 ) upon written notice of suck termination cieiivered to the 
other ~ m ) '  h th:: even: of a termination of Section A of t i is  ietrer agreemerii as contemplated 
in this Subsection A.5: MKE. shall continue to be obiigated fo: the reinibursenieni of 
reinibursabie (in accordance witl. tnis iener agreement) Big Rivers Transaction Cosrs tliai iiave 
been incurred b!; Big Rivers as of the effectiveness of such teninaxion. or for which Big Rivers 
is then obligated to reirnburse a th rd  parry aescribeci in Subsection A.3 due to that third parr)-'s 
incurrence of correspondins fees and disbursements on or prior to such tenxination: proviaed 
tilai WXE shall have no further obiigations under t'nis Section A (wiiet'ner paymen, performance 
or othem-ise) except as provided in Subsection k.6 below. 

6. in the eveni LG&E Energ],. its relevan't affiiiates a n d  Big bver;  successfulil, 
negotiate and enter into definitive documentatior: with respecr to an Unwind Transaction. and 
such Unwind Transaction is consummated ix accordance witn tnaT docunientation followin; a 
temiination of Section (-i of t h i s  letter agreemen; b ~ .  1X.E pursuant to Subsection ,1.,..5 above. 
V K E  agrees ( a )  io reimburse Big Pdver: ai the closinz of tiia~ Unwind Transaction io? tho 
ponion CJF the Big Pdvers Transaction Costs contemplated in Subsection A 2  of this Mer  
ageemen: tnat was not previousiy rehlbursed b! mq~x, upon the temls and subiec! io the 
conciitioiis set forth in tna: Subsection . t i2  (b) to reinhluse Big R.jvers at the ciosing of thai 
Unwind Transaciion for the ponion of the Big fivers Transaction Costs contemplated in 
Subsection A.3 of t h i s  iener agreement. upon tile terms and subjeci to th:: condition; set forti1 in 
tha: Subsection A.3. and (Ci to pay to Big Piven an!; aniounts contemplated in Subsestion i; 4 of 
tnis ieber agreemen? as being pavable to Big Rivers upon ar! Unwind 'Iransacrioc. wiiicii 
Subsections shall be aeenied to be reinsrated and once again in full force and efieci as ofti iai  
closing in adaition to tine foregoing. upon such a closing foliowing the remiination of Sec1ioi-L i-, 
of t i l i s  ietrer agreenieni. W E  shall pa:' to Big Fki,ers in imieaiateijr avaiiabk fiiiias an aniouni 
equal '10 iive ppvrceni (5%') of thc aniouni (if any) reimbursed LCI Big FtilTers ai, tnai ciosing 
pursuaix XI subclause ( a i  of t h i s  Subsec~ioii,A.6 iqrhinich pa;v?ilcfit skill be d e ~ ~ e i i  icI bo E 

p g n i e n ~  0: LU&L Energ!. Iviarkiiig in~, to Eig Fivers in ~ ~ c h a n g e  for t i ~  termination of tn: 
Power Purchase Agreement). T ~ i c  payneni conienipiaLed in til? areceaing sentence snall l lo i  be 
subiec-i 10 an! agLmgare iimitariois on VKE ' s  obiiption rci reimburse Eig R.jvers I ransmion 
Costs proviried ior eisewiiere in this iem: agreemen:. 1 . m  provisions of this Sunsecrion i, 6 
shall suniixr: an!' termina-cion ~f SSc-cloli A 0; fiiis jetre; ageenipvni. 

- 

- -  

- JI .-- 
- 

rr- 
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r 

I .  Big F i ; l ~ ~ r s  will invoice \ V I E  on i! nionthl>r basis i o n  OT after the firs: (Isi,) of the 
niontii) with respeci to any Big Fdvers Transaction Costs thar nave become reinTDursabk b), 
V X E  hereuncer ciuring tile previous mciith (which invoices V J ~ '  L1 nAviude, ' 7,- copies of appropriate 
back-up informarion an6 materiais t exciuciing an!' descriprion of t h e  work aone b ~ l  attorneys 01' 
other inforniatioii aeenied b)) Big Rives  in good fait11 to be the subject of tile ahorney-chen! 
privilege or to be infomiaIion the disclosure of which would conipromise Rig Iirvers' negoriaring 
strateg:,. with the LG&E Pmies i1.l coixiecrion with the Unwind Transaction), as well as a iisi of 
all emities the fees o; expcnses ofwhick are inciuaed as itenis of Big b i e r s  Transaction Costs ii: 
such invoice'). ~einibursenient shall he due iron1 WKE within 2.5 aa.ys afier its receipi of the 
rekvaix invoice. subject to the provisions beiov;, Big h v e r s  will not invoice V7XE for COS& 11.; 

aavanc:: of when the same have been incurred by Big kvers .  M X E  niajr. at its expense r,mtnetiier 
before or afier the relevant payment), have the validiry of Big Rivers' invoices confirmed h l r  a 
third party selected by MXE tha?. is reasonably satisfactory ICI Big Rivers ( p m i a e d  the method 
of sucii coiifirmarioii does not result in the waived or impiied waiver of an!. atrorney-ciienr 
privilege). Big FAvers will reasonably cooperate with such third party and provide ii with all 
iiiformation and supporr.ing aocumentation as snall be reasonabl?. necessary in oraer to verify 

agreement. To facilitate such third party confimiation. Big Rjvers agrees to keep copies of all 
billing records for itenis of Big Rivers Transaction Cosi for v\iiiich reimburseInent is soushi foi s 
period nf  one year foliowing the later of tine expiration o; termination of Section X of t'nis iette: 
agreement oi' V X E ' s  receipt of Ei_r Rivers' final invoice io; reimburssmen~ hereundei. Eig 
Ptvers will afrord the, third Dany reasonable access to such biliins recoras tjclroughom. t h z  oiie- 
year period. The provisions of tiie preceding rwo (2) sentences. together with v\KE!s nglit to 
challenge as inappropriate for reimbursenieni hereunder any invoices I 01' ponions thereof,! 
reimbursed or paid hereunder, shall s u n k  tine expiration or ternlination of this ietIer agreenieni 
for tnat one-year period (and thereafvx to tile, exreni V\'I;E nas asserted i! ciaini of wrongful 
invoicing and reimbursemeiiz (;r paymerii- hereunder during tiia one -ym period. umil tnar claim 
is .finally resolved). VXE will nave no obiigation to nono?- or ?a)' Big Rivers foor an:' Big Rivers 
Transaction Costs t i e  invoicecsi for whicil navc 1101. been submitted b:!. Rig Rivers IC) V;iIE 
witiiii: six (61 montiis foliowing tile eariier to occur of tine consunimatim of tiie Tjnwind 
Transacdon 01- the termination of Section C, of tizis ietter agrezment b!. TVK2 pursuani LCI 

Subsection i._.5 above 

tht itcrL; fer TJyT<E has beer; in~;c;;cec . .  aye y m m m r i . ( i  ~ i ~ n r m n n h i a  ? m ~ r i ~ - -  th;c l e t r p r  
v , , , y w A L - >  V l l U l  _C"U"LV U l l U V l  L.*LlL. l"LL"* 

+L-& 
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referred to in the New Participatjori Agreement (other thau suck fund iq  or rein7,burseIr,ent 
obligamns as shall be expressly proviaed for in the Operative Documents 1 .  

f: Disclosurp Conmim2 exits 

Set forth on Exhibit B attached hereto is an itemization of data that has been requested by  
Big .Rivers from the Lc"JGtE Fanies wizicli has not been delivered to Big Pivers as o i  <ne date of 
execuuioii and delivery of this ietter agreement. W X E  agrees to (and agrees to cause LG&E 
Energy anr1 its other rekvant affiliates IC) use its reasonable bes: z f f h s  t-2 Provide or cause its 
relevant affiiiate, t c ~  provide to Big Pdvers (or to provide Big Rivers access to)  all data (if any) 
aescribed on Exhmii Z as soon as practicable following the execution of this leQer agreement. 
I\ionvithstandinn_c tlic, preceding sentence, VC?? s or its af5liate's uelivery or disclosure 
obligations hereunder shall be limited to data, information and docunientation fhai may now or 
hereaEcer exist and be in theleir possession or control (it being understood thai thqr shall not be 
obligated under t h s  letter agreement to create or develop an!' such data. infomiation or 
documentation), and shall exclude any data. information or documentation that is (i) subject to a 
separate. confidentiality covenant from LG&E Energy or its afiiliate to or in favor of any person 
or entity other than Eig Rivers, or tii) subject to the attorneyclient privilege. 

l~om~ithstaiding anything contained in this letter aseemeni to the contraq', neithe:. 
LG&E Enerz) nor any of its affiiiates shall have any obligation hereunder to aisciose or make 
avaiiabk to Big Fivers any repons. studies. nienioranda. anaiyses or ofner work proauct that was 
hemxiforz, or tiiai may hereafter b:! produced by or i o r  LC2LE 5nergy or any of its affiiiates (:i) 
in contemplatiop of an Uiiwind Traiisacrioii with Big Rivers or the analysisl acveiopment or 
negotiation thereof> 01: (iij for the purpose of facilitating LG&E Energj-'s or its affiiiates' 
considerarion of thaL potential transaction or ofher alternatives for restructuring or terninating (or 
eliding an LG&E Fargr's involvemeni: hi) any existing agreen1en.r or relationship between LG&E 
ziiergy or one or more of its affiiates: on tnne one haid: and Biz Rivers, an!: Smeirer, Kenerg>, 
Cory, .: tiie Cirj, of Henderson an~or any other part!: IO tine l\jon-Eisrurbance kgreemeni. on fhe 
o t i c  hand. 

7 

ii-1 addition to the foregoing (bui sut)iec; to tine same iimitations contemplate6 in tile 
preceding paragraph). WTKE agrees to (and agrees to cause LG&& Energ). ani its 0 t h  reievani 
affiliates 10) use its com.rnerciali!r reasonable sfions to provide or cause its reievairt affiliate to 
provid, IC) Eig Rivers the i t e m  of information identified belov . as soor! as pracricabif En!!o'ixiinp -' 
the dare, 012 mfnicn such date. iniorniation or aocumentation is prepared by an L5k -E  Pam or firs1 

comes into irs possessim: 

i Copies of o: access tc a!: consent:. fiiiiig an6 corresponacnc: r m i d  LC tiit 
Generating Plants with o-' to federal. stat? or local repiator:. agencies c'i,i regarding notices of 
vioiarions. perrnirs. perniii appiisations 0; material rnoaificarions to pcnnits: ani (ii I repaxiin; 
air- and water monitoring ciatz reguiarl:? submitr;ed b?, VTla.., -- 17 to sush agencies 
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- 1  7 Copy of the following environniental permits currently existin; for tix Generarill; 
Dlants: 

h) Landfill Permits 

i c i  iiir Permits 

id! UST Pemiits 

t e)  Raaiation Permits 

,7 .> I Copies of o; access to niani operations and maintenam=: recoras thai descri'ne for 
each Generating Planr all maior repairs and capirai improvenieiits (S; 100.000 oi- niore) 

4. Copies of vendor inspection or repai;- repons performed with respeci to t i e  
f L m m - n & m m  D i n n r m  u "LlUI U L l L L Z  L 1 u l L L D  

7 Comes of ultimate fuel saniplzng analysis an6 niinzral ash reports io: fuel. 
inciuaing ~etroieuni c o k .  aeirvered aT each Generatin: P1a.x~ 
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r - "  iiccess and infomiarioii Conmiitrnents 

Tkzouc;riiou-i. the peTiod foll~wing tlic txecuiim of this Iete: agreemen: tkougkk tne 
mecudon and cieiiveq: b). th:: parnes l iereto (arid tlie relevani affiliates of L G E  Energjri of 
niutuali!;-sa~is~zctar:,. definitive documentation with respeci to an Unwind Transaction: and 
thereafcer throngii the earlier to occur of the termination of the definitive docurnentarion ir. 
accoraance with irs terms or the c.onsumniarioiil of tile Unwind Transaction: Big FJver: wili 
afford L G E  Enerszi:' "- and its afiiliates (collectively, the "LG&E P a r k " )  tlie following access 10 
infcimation arid constitueni parties. and the following ri@m to anend arid pankipate in 
riiscussions and negoriarions bensrem Big Fivers. on tiipv one hand, and constimen1 pmie:s: oil tii? 
other hand, in eacii case to the, extent such informarion. constinlent parties: discussions or 
negotiarions relate to the proposed Unwind Transacrion. to any definirive documentarion relating 
to ail Unwind Transaction, or to any consents, agreements? releases or other concessions from or 
with constituent parcies required foi  the consummation of an Unwind Transaction: 

. .  

1 To the extent such correspondence: ciiscussions or negotiations relax to any 
potential commirrnenr by Big Rivers (,whether directly or inciirectly t-mouai ILenergy Corps) to 
fund an?,; costs 01- expenses of Aican Corporarion, Century Aluminum Companyl)i: Soutnwire 
Conipany or any of their respecrive afEiiates r:collecrivelj,. the "Smelters")? or the Cit:. of 
Henderson., 1;entuci:y or the Ciql of Henderson Utilir!? C,ornniission c:,collectivci:, . the "Ciry"). 
Big Rivers will from rinie to time Dromptl!' provide the LG&:E Parties with copies of an!, 
correspondence to or from the Smelters and copies of a~iy correspondence to or froni the Citi' 
including withoui iimiration. all drafis of an!' proposed agreements memoriaiizing such a 
conmimzeii!, in either case tiiai may be, deiivp,red by Eig Rjvers or its advisors or may come into 
its or their possession and tile right to participate in any such discussions or negotiarions benveen 
Big h v e r s  01' any of its advisors with tiif: Smelters, the CitJJ or heir  respectiv:: advisors €312 
Pjvers agrees thaz it  will not enter into such a c o d m i e n T  with an!' Smelter or tine Cip. witiioui 
firsi obraining tine prior written approval of th=: same from LG&E Energj?; 
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LEM dated Jul) 15. I *9C. ES aniended. inclucim: withom iinutarioc. Sectiorj 4 4 i b i  3; 
Section 4 4( c i  tliereoi. 

-J 2 . To tiie exteiii tiix tiie same relates til tilt reieas:: of an;v- LG&S F a r ,  from its 
obligations to the Ciry with respect to the operatimi GT maintenance of Station Two. tiie purchase 
of capacity or energ!' from Station Two. or any related commimients or iiabiiities. Big Rivers 
and LG&E Eiiergji will each from time to rime promptj:, provia: tiie other witii copies of an!. 
concspoiidence or proposais to or eon: the City tnai ma!; be cieiivered b ~ i  Bis Rivers 01' its 
ad-hors, or zny LG&E Pany or its advisors. 01' ma:\' come into its or their possession. and of an!' 
draft agreemenis oi revisions of existins agreements proposed between Big hve r s  and th: Cit>, 
or any arafr agreements oI revisions of existing agreements proposed berween any LG&E Party 
and the CiQi? and will further provide the LGGLE Parties or Eig P.5veI-s: as the case may be. the 
right 10 participate passiveiy in any aiscussions or negotiations between Big R.ivers or any of its 
advisors and the Ciry or its advisors or any LC;&.E Pany or any of its advisors and the City or its 
advisors, as the case may be. with respect to such matters; 

I The LGGLE Parties will have the right to meet on a reasonably periodic, basis with 
one or more of those constituent parties (as designated by the LG&E Parties from time-to-rime) 
in the presence of Big P5vers3 but in no event more frequenti!' than once eve?" ni~iery (90) days 
with resDect to eacb constituent p q ' ,  commencing on a aate three 1 3 )  months idowing the 
execution of a lesally-binding letter of inrent h i .  the Ijiiwind Transaction (.excep~ in the case of 
an initial meeting wit11 the R.US: tine righi to meer witii wnich would coiimence on a aate three 
months following ths retention by the RUS of its legal counsel to represen1 it in connectioii witli 
the Unwind Transaction). in each cas5 for the iiniited purposes o i  allowing the LG&E Panies the 
opportunity to stay abreast of the progress (if any) being ma& by Big Fivers froni rime to time 
with tiiose constituent parties in furtherance, of the proposed Unwind Transacrioii. and posing 
queszions to those coiistiment D a r k s  regarding such progress and any issues tna: ma!' be 
impeding such progress. The foregoing shall 1101 entitle an L,G&E Pan). a right tc) participate iii 
any nqotiations between Rig &wrs  and any of those, constituenl parties. however Big River; 
wili us? its reasonable best efrons to iacilitate any status updare meeting bewew tiir LG&E 
Parties and a particular constituent parry that may be requested by an LGSrE Party ii; accordance 
with the second preceding sentence. and will keep the i , G E  Parties reasonabi?, apprisecl of th: 
status of Big Pdvers discussions or negotiations with tiiose coiistitueiii parties tirough periodic 
L"lVfJhVIIV UVlIuIluill,~aLl\JL.. . 1  1 -  
TCIIPII.  nnn " n n - I n 7 . 7 .  In  T r.n. 

Prior to tine fiiing of ;1. iomiai appiication seei;.ing I;.emuci<:\ Pubiic SpYnJic: 
Cominissioii~ s approval of fn:: Unwind Transacrior,. neither Big Rjvers nor an: L G E  Parr:, will 
attemp IC? engage in an? discussions. negoriations or correspondence witii the I2mucky Puhiic 
Service Commission or irs stafi members regaramg f ix  proposed 5nwiiid TransacLiori. uniess tiit 
speciii:: ciiscussions o; nsgoriations are being panicipateri in b ~ r  tiif otiie;. parr:); o: i.ts advisors. 0:' 
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have been approved 111 wnnng b.i an LG&E Fami o- Big Rivers. as the case ma: be. uric; to 
their occurrence. and 

The LG&E Panies thaL are not signatones to tnis letrer agreement shall be thrd uam * .  
beneficiaries of Big Rivers' covenants and agreenicnts set forth 111 t'nis Section C for ali purposes 

D . h4iscellaneous 

This ietter ay-eeinent shall be governed by and consrrued a n d  enforced iri accordance 
with t ne  laws of the Conmonurcaitii oi I<.entuci;Sr. snali be for the soie benefii of the parties 
sirmatory iiereto. and snall noi vesi in or pant to an!; other party any tfiird-parp, beneficiary or 
gthmr s;?l;:"' ?;j fr. LI=hLIL). bAbbpL a3 L U J U L L ~ ~ ~  2s comeriipizted €IS€Wheie h t ~ s  k k r  ay-eenieii'i. the 
%;isring Cmsi Share Agreemen1 shall coiiiinu:: iIi full force and effecr in accoraance with its 
tmiis. lqothiny contained in tnis letter agreement shall create any obiigadon on the pan o; 
L,G&E. Energ):, any of izs affiiiates or Eig Pdvers 10 ,continue any aiscussions or negoriarions. oi 
to  enrei into  an^^ binding agreenientisj. with respeci to an Unwind Transactioli or any otiier 

.-- -. 
u.,,.Ll.-,+ n r  -,.n,.,. 

cIlvl II 

-nw n 0 n 
Ll ulli)ui,tlollr 
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execme 2 cop!. of this 1ette.r ageernen; in the mace provided beiolx,. and mum ii 

undersigned. Tilani: you. 
tile 
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, FINANCIAL POLICY 

COMPANY POLICY 

POLICY MUMIBE!?: QRiGlNAL EFFECTIIVE DATE: 

DATE LAST REVISED: 
APPROVED BY: 5oard ORIGINAL, APPROVAL DATE: ’?-28-07 

1. Purpose 

The purpose of Big Rivers Electric Corporation’s (“BREC’) Financial Policy is to 
provide a framework to enable BREC to timely meet its financial obligations and 
maintain its financial viability. This policy sets forth responsibilities and guidelines 
related to the financial management process, including key financial metrics. 

The financial metrics will be pursuant to BREC’s by-laws, loan covenants, mortgage, 
trust indenture, etc., and quantified in accordance with generally accepted accounting 
principles (“GAAP”). Application of this policy seeks to ensure BREC’s ability to 
maintain the necessary financial metrics to meet its proper investment grade credit rating 
target and ensure its ability to timely access capital, both short-term and long-term. 

2. Qbiectives 

The overall objectives of this policy are to ensure: 

a. Maintenance of the long-term financial forecasting model - BREC will 
maintain a financial forecast that reflects current assumptions on key 
modeling inputs (e.g., load, resource plans, fuel costs, financing, labor costs, 
etc.). 

b. Timely access to capital - BREC will ensure access to sufficient low-cost 
capital, both short-term and long-term, by maintaining its investment grade 
credit rating, meeting bond covenants, adhering to indenture requirements, 
maintaining proper liquidity, etc. 

c. Financial transparency - BREC will provide appropriate financial information 
in a timely manner to its stakeholders (Board, members, creditors, regulators, 
etc.), including financial forecasts and performance metrics. 
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d. Member wholesale rates - BREC will seek low-cost member wholesale rates, 
with minimal volatility. Management will analyze existing and alternative 
rate structures, seeking rational cost allocation methodology. 

e. Financial analysis - As appropriate, BREC will strive to ensure accurate and 
consistent assumptions and methodology are employed in project evaluations, 
whereby such evaluations may include net present value (NPV), internal rate 
of return (IRR), payback, etc. 

3. Goals 

a. Member rates and margins - BREC will seek to maintain member tariff rates 
that enable it to meet its debt covenants and ensure that sufficient positive 
margins a id  net cash flows are generated io meet Times Interest Earned Ratio 
(“TIER”), Margins for Interest Ratio (“MFIR’) and Debt Service Coverage 
Ratio (“DSCR’) criteria. 

b. Working capital - BREC will ensure liquidity is available to meet a minimum 
target of 90 days of forecasted operating expenses. 

c. Equity - BREC will seek to maintain a minimum equity ratio of 20 percent to 
ensure its ability to maintain the targeted investment grade credit rating and 
ensure access to low-cost sources of capital. 

d. Budgeting and capital planning - BREC will develop an annual O&M budget 
and capital budget and present it to the Board for approval prior to the start of 
the year in question. The Board will approve 08cM and capital spending both 
through its approval of the annual budget and through specific approval of 
individual projects pursuant to company policy. 

e. Financing - BREC will meet its capita1 needs through a contribution of 
internally generated h d s  and/or debt financing consistent with company 
policy. BREC may elect to utilize debt to finance projects based on an 
analysis of borrowing costs, internal rate of return, equity ratio, etc. 
Borrowing funds may be prudent if sufficient debt capacity exists. 
Regulatory, legal and reliability requirements are other important financing 
considerations, as is liquidity. 

4.  Other Relevant Cornpanv Policies 

a. Financial Forecasting 

I .  GAAP - All forecasts will be consistent with G A N .  

2. Financial Forecast Updates - At a minimuni, BREC will review and 
update the financial forecasting model on an annual basis. BREC will 
periodically update the forecast based on known changes (e.g., an 
approved load forecast or resource plan, timing of significant projects, 
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large unforeseen occurrences, etc.). The financial forecast will be 
reviewed and approved by the Board annually. Additionally, BREC will 
assess its liquidity on a monthly basis when comparing the forecast with 
monthly actuals. 

3. Risk analysis -The financial forecasting model will have certain 
probabilistic capabilities to better assess risks, with output expressed in 
terms of key financial measures, like margins, MFIR and TIER. Risk 
anaiysis wiii be performed within the financial forecast and. in conjunction 
with the APM probabilistic portfolio optimization model, which will 
provide key input to the financial forecast. A longer term Integrated 
Resource Planning (“IRP”) tool will also provide key input to the financial 
forecast. 

b. Strategic Planning and Budgeting 

1. Strategic Planning - The strategic planning effort will culminate with the 
capital and 0&M budget and the base case financial forecast. Financial 
modeling of alternative strategies will occur in support of on-going 
strategic planning. The strategic plan will be reviewed with and approved 
by the Board annually. 

2. Budgeting - The strategic plan will drive the annual capital and 08cM 
budgeting. The annual budget will be submitted to the Board for approval. 

c. Debt Financing Sources 

1. Federal Financing Bank (“FFB”) supported by Rural Utilities Service 
(“RTJS”) loan guarantees 

2. CoBanlc, National Rural TJtiIities Cooperative Finance Corporation 
(‘CFC”) and other similar lenders 

3. The Tnist Indenture should enable BREC to access the capital markets on 
a timely basis. 

d. Interest Rate Hedging - BREC is authorized to utilize interest rate hedging 
instruments to effectively fix borrowing rates. While not allowed for 
speculative purposes, subject to Board approval BREC may hedge the risk 
associated with interest rate volatility for existing and proposed debt. 

5. Annual Fiscal Review 

The CFO shall conduct an annual fiscal review with the Board consisting of appropriate 
information presented in a clear and concise manner. Specific reporting requirements are 
as follows: 
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a. Cost of capital and cost of debt - Review the prior year’s cost of capital and 
the cost of debt as defined in Appendix A (to be provided at a later date) of 
this policy. For comparison, the report will compare the most recent fiscal 
year to the prior five years and will also compare actual with any covenants or 
targets that may have been set. 

b. Capital expenditures - Review the prior year’s capital expenditures and 
disclose the means of financing them. The Board will be apprised of BREC’s 
equity ratio and debt capacity. For comparison, the report wiil compare the 
most recent fiscal year to the prior five years and will also compare actual 
with any covenants or targets that may have been set. 

c. Margins, equities and capital credits - Review BREC’s prior year’s margins, 
equities, capital credit allocation, and retirement of capital credits. For 
comparison, the report will compare the most recent fiscal year to the prior 
five years and will also compare actual with any covenants or targets that may 
have been set. 

d. MFIR, TIER and DSCR - Review the prior year’s MFIR, TIER and DSCR as 
defined in Appendix A of this policy. The Board will be apprised of BREC’s 
investment grade ratings. For comparison, the report will compare the most 
recent fiscal year to the prior five years and will also compare actual with any 
covenants or targets that may have been set. 

e. Working capital - Review BREC’s working capital and lines of credit, 
assessing its liquidity. For comparison, the report will compare the most 
recent fiscal year to the prior five years and will also compare actual with any 
covenants or targets that may have been set. 

f. Member wholesale rates - Review the adequacy of BREC’s tariff rates. For 
comparison, the report will compare the most recent fiscal year to the prior 
five years and will also compare actual with any covenants or targets that may 
have been set. 

6 .  Administration 

The CEO and CFO shall be responsible for the administration of this policy, including 
1) malcing periodic reports to the Board and 2) recommending changes hereto whcli 
require Board approval. 
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COMPANY POLICY 

POLICY NUMBER: 103 
APPROVED BY: 5aard QRIGCNAL APPROVAL DATE: &.I 5-07 

ORIGINAL EFFECTIVE DATE: 

1 DATE LAST REVISED: 

I HEDGE POLICY I 

1. Obiective 

The Big kvers  Electric Corporation (“BREC”) Hedge Policy outlines the energy hedging 
policy (natural gas, coal, and electricity) that will guide disciplined hedging of forward 
energy resources. This Hedge Policy is designed to reduce member wholesale rate 
volatiIity and to maintain rates within desired tolerances. The primary purpose of this 
policy is to identify specific time and volume (as a % of total projected native load) 
criteria for procuring projected energy needs. 

This policy largely employs a price-averaging strategy of declining percentage of energy 
supply positions held over forward time periods. This strategy protects BREC from 
potential adverse impacts that could result in either significant energy price increases or 
decreases. The strategy also maintains some elements of procurement flexibility. For 
example, during times of extremely attractive market conditions, this policy allows for 
increasing the amount of forward energy hedged above the stated ranges with the 
concurrence of the Board of Directors (“Board”). A key component of the policy is a 
monthly compliance report for the Board, whch is outlined herein. 

Although this document is primarily concerned with managing energy costs and risks, a 
limited amount of discussion on capacity adequacy, transmission congestion risk, and 
fuel transportation based on similar principles is included. Appendix A include, c a more 
comprehensive review of the objectives of this policy. 

2. Hedge Policv Criteria 

The hedging criteria identified within this policy address the primary energy supply 
portfolio components that affect rates and reliability the most. Accordingly, the hedge 
criteria in the following sections represent the risk tolerance of BREC and identifL the 
processes BREC will employ to manage these key energy supply risks. 
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a. Fixed Price Energy Policy - Volumetric and Lead Time Criteria for 
Energy Hedging 

Lead Months Quarters Quarters 
Time 1 to 12 5 to 8 9 to 12 
Measurement Rolling Rolling Rolling Period 

Monthly Quarterly Quarterly Hedging 
Frequency 

The policy employs a total energy hedging methodology whereby the MWh equivalent of 
all energy hedges are compared to the expected native load of BREC. Total energy 
hedged is the MWh equivalent of the sum of fuel purchases and electricity purchases. To 
apply as an energy hedge, he1 purchases must be combined with physical generation 
ownership or contracted capacity. The MWh equivalent hedge from fuel purchases will 
be the volume of mmBTUs of fbel procured for the unit or contract divided by the 
expected average heat rate of the generation unit or contract divided by 1,000. 

Years 
4 to 5 

Calendar 
Year 

Annual 

Rolling Monthly Hedae Ranpes 
One criteria of t h s  policy is to have energy procured within defined voiumetric 
ranges during the following rolling timeframes. These ranges identify the 
percentage of BREC’s projected total energy needs that will be procured with 
fixed price energy over a given time period. For purposes of ths  policy, energy 
needs are considered hedged or procured to the extent that the projected need is 
met by 1) authorized power transactions, as defined in the RREC Trading 
Authority Policy, or 2) authorized fuel transactions combined with physical 
generation unit ownership, heat rate transactions, or physical capacity 
transactions, Option transactions with out of the money strike prices may be used 
to hedge forward volumes, provided that they do not account for more than 15 
percent of the projected energy needs in any given month, and they are not more 
than 50 percent out of the money at the time of the transaction. 

Range (YO) 80- 1 00 60-85 I 50-75 I 40-70 

For the above table, BREC will hedge projected energy needs based on the following 
criteria: 

e Lead Time: The amount of time from the current period. Defined in months, 
quarters, or years. 

e Measurement Period: This is the mechanism under which this volumetric range is 
measured. There are two measures - rolling, where the measurement period 
changes monthly and calendar year, where the measurement period is only 
changed at the change of a calendar year. In the case of conflict, the rolling 
criterion has precedence over calendar year. 

2 
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Hedging Frequency: This is primarily useful in conjunction with the rolling 
measurement period. This is the frequency that the rolling measurement period 
changes for policy compliance reporting purposes. The hedging frequency period 
prevents, for example, a situation where the transaction execution staff would 
have to hedge month 36 (the last month of quarter 12) at a time where monthly 
purchases are very illiquid (not readily available). 

TimeFrame I Months 

Range: This is the range of overall energy needs that will be hedged with fixed 
price energy, of which up to 15 percent may be covered with options. 

Quarters 

Energy procurements that deviate from the stated range will require approval of the 
Board, and will be part of the regular reporting to the Board. 

Lead time 

b. Hedge Timing and Volumetric Minimums 

1-3 4-6 7-9 10-12 5 1 6-8 1 9-12] 

In meeting these volumetric parameters, BREC will have the following minimum 
percentages of energy hedged no later than the lead time as identified in the table below. 
For example, by November 30,2007, BREC will have a minimum of 85 percent of its 
projected energy needs for January, February and March 2008 (months 1-3) procured, 
and for the months October, November, and December 2008 (months 10- 12) a minimum 
of 70 percent of the total projected energy requirement will be procured. Of course, this 
minimum amount can be hedged well before that date based on the ranges in the prior 
section. As with the volumetric lead-time criteria, a time frame in months takes 
precedence over a time frame in quarters, which takes precedence over a time Erame in 
years. 

85 Range 
Minimum YO) 80 75 70 I 65 I 55 1 50 1 

BREC will maintain hedges at the minimum volumetric level for the specified lead times. 
Any deviation from the minimum volume for the specified lead time will require Board 
approval and all deviations will be reported to the Board. 

c. Natural Gas, Fuel Oil, and Coal Hedging 

Natural gas, coal, fuel oil, and power hedging will be a complementary hedging activity 
since BREC has natural gas and coal-fired generation and because it procures 
replacement power when generation units are unavailable. BREC may also hedge with 
natural gas, fuel oil or coal if it enters a transaction that uses a natural gas, fuel oil, or coal 
index price to derive its electricity cost. Such natural gas, fuel oil, and coal-related 
generation or purchase transactions, while considered capacity, would not be considered 
energy hedges until the projected natural gas, fuel oil, and coal volumes are procured. 
The monthly hedge criteria are measured based on total energy exposure for native load 

3 
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TJpcoming Yd Season 
Summer Winter Summer Winter 

Minimum 

Reserve 
Capacity 8% 8 % 7% 7% 

(total projected electricity needed for native load minus energy already hedged). In order 
to allow flexibility in overall energy hedging decisions (e.g., economically hedging 
additional needs via natural gas or coal contracts versus power purchases), specific sub- 
targets for natural gas hedging are not set withm this policy. 

3rd Season 
Summer Winter 

6% 6% 

d. Capacity Hedging 

Margin 

BREC will comply with the SERC reliability council capacity requirement rules, or any 
successor reliability oversight group. The purpose of capacity requirements is to ensure 
that each entity that serves load must own or purchase sufficient capacity to meet its peak 
load plus a reserve margin. Meeting such requirements can be done through ownership 
of generation assets or purchase transactions. 

m 

For reliability purposes, this hedging policy also calls for the establishment of a minimum 
capacity reserve margin for future time periods. The actual reserve margin that BREC 
employs should consider regional reserve margins, market liquidity and depth, expected 
physical capacity transaction negotiations or plant construction, the cost and reliability 
consequences of being short capacity requirements, and the potential use of industry 
curtailment agreements. BREC will always comply with all applicable regulatory 
capacity requirements, but B E C  will furthermore price average into any capacity 
reserves that it procures from the market similar to its approach for energy hedges. This 
policy calls for a minimum surnmer and winter reserve margin for future periods as 
identified in the table below. Non-peak seasons will be tracked, reported, and prudently 
managed by the staff. 

On an annual basis, BREC will assess and recommend to the IRMC capacity reserve 
target levels for the upcoming three seasons. The Board will be advised of the targets, 
but if the targets are below the minimum levels or exceed the minimum levels by more 
than 10 percent (e.g., over 1 8 percent reserve for the upcoming summer), then it will 
require Board approval. 

ioxide and Nitrous Oxide Emission Allowance Hedging 

BREC must meet EPA environmental compliance standards and a rather developed liquid 
market exists for the purchase and sale of emission allowances to meet such 
requirements. 

This hedging policy calls for the establishment of an emission allowance procurement 
process to meet expected future requirements. Fixed price hedges for emission 

4 
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allowances include 1) actual or expected emission allowances allocated to BREC from 
the EPA, 2) fixed price allowance purchases and sales, and 3) projected, budgeted, and 
Board-approved emission control equipment additions. Options with "out of the money" 
strike prices may be used to hedge forward volumes, provided that they do not account 
for more than 15 percent of the projected emission needs in any given month, and they 
are not more than 50 percent out of the money at the time of the transaction. BREC will 
always comply with all applicable EPA emission standards (including new pollutants), 
and BREC will price average into its emission allowance position when purchasing 
emission allowances. Emission allowance needs will be managed similar to its approach 
for energy. BREC will maintain fixed price allowance hedges based on the following 
table. 

Lead Current Calendar Calendar 
Time Calendar Year 

Year TWO 

Range (%) 80-120 70-130 
I I L I I 

To meet these parameters, B W C  will have the minimum percentages of fixed price 
allowance hedges in place for the periods identified in the table above. For example, for 
the current calendar year, BREC will have a minimum of 80 percent of its projected 
allowance needs hedged at any point in time within the year, and for calendar year two, a 
minimum of 70 percent of the total projected allowance requirements will be in place. 
Additionally, RREC will never finish the current year in a short emission allowance 
position. Furthermore, by the end of the current calendar year (or EPA compIiance 
season), BREC must have no less than 105 percent of its projected emission requirements 
for that current year or season. 

While the ranges above allow for excess allowances to be held by BREC, this can only be 
done if excess allowances are awarded to BREC through the Environmental Protection 
Agency emission allowance program, or if plans to bank the allowances for future years 
are documented. BREC will not buy emissions from the market for any given year if it 
results in emission allowances that exceed 1 OS percent of its expected needs without prior 
Board approval. 

5 
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f. Resource Diversity Management 

BREC will manage its concentration risks on a rolling 12-month basis by diversifying its 
energy supply resources as follows: 

Capacity resources (generation and purchased power contracts) shall not exceed 3 0 
percent concentration from a single resource or supplier. Fuel supply contracts will be 
diversified such that no more than 20 percent (but not more than 1.2 million tons) will be 
from a single supplier for any rolling 12-month period. 

Exceptions to these limits shall require approval of BREC’s Board. 

g. Risk Measurement and Compliance Reporting 

Risk measurement and policy compliance within the volumetric and lead time criteria 
will be demonstrated on a regular basis in the ACES monthly portfolio model risk report. 
This report will generally cover three years of projections with five-year runs performed 
at least twice per year or when market conditions indicate the potential to cost-effectively 
hedge beyond three years. A brief outline of the contents of the ACES monthly report is 
contained in Appendix B. 

Responsibility 

It shall be the responsibility of the Board, CEO and IRMC to ensure compliance with this 
policy. Implementation of this policy shall adhere to the authority granted in the Trading 
Authority Policy. 

6 
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Appendix A-Comprehensive Policy Obiectives and Implementation Controls 

Knsuiate portfolio from near term shocks 

Spot mafket wholesale power, coal, natural gas, capacity and emission allowance market 
volatility can create a financial burden to BREC and, therefore, BREC’s objective is to 
minimize exposure to this short-term volatility. In order to mitigate the financial 
exposure to short-term price shocks, BREC should continually reduce its exposure to 
these markets as a certain time period nears. Upcoming months should be hedged close 
to 100 percent as the month nears. An upcoming calendar year should be more hedged 
than out years. This should provide more budget certainty and reduce the likelihood of 
unsettling cost changes. 

Interaction with Rates 

Although purchases above the specified hedge ranges are not generally pursued, the 
flexibility of this hedging strategy allows for rate impact assessments to play an 
important role. In general, if satisfied with the rate consequence, BREC can buy towards 
the top of the hedge range or seek approval from the Board to exceed the ranges. 

During an upcoming 12-month period, a rate driven target to fill and/or a trailing stop can 
be used to drive residual purchases. Since this time interval allows hedges up to 100 
percent (if achievable), a rate objective could be used in this timeframe while imposing 
little risk of  becoming too out of balance with the market as is the case for the out years. 

Another key component of the hedging strategy is to understand the impact of various 
market conditions on BREC’s all-in member rates. Ongoing analyses of the relationship 
between BREC’s rates and various market price levels allows recognition of market 
conditions where additional purchases are warranted to pursue an attractive absolute rate 
level. 

Execution Strategy and Potential Departures 

Execution strategies will be developed to implement this hedging policy. Hedges will be 
entered based on disciplined execution strategies developed to comply with this policy. 
Execution strategies will include considerations of hedge timing, market price levels, 
rates and the BREC budget. Execution strategies will be approved by the IRMC not less 
than quarterly. 

Departures above the monthly ranges or for additional years past the stated horizon 
should only occur when market prices indicate fundamental value. Fundamental value 
will be determined with a historical view of market prices combined with forward 
looking fundamental supply and demand dynamics given expected generation diversity. 
Fundamental value can also address BREC’s desire to stabilize a portion of its long-term 
rates through long-term transactions or asset ownership. 

7 
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As an example, given current market price dynamics, BREC could consider buying above 
the hedging ranges and/or for added years if forward power drops below $28/MWh for an 
annual 7x24 block. The execution strategy may specify the magnitude and duration of 
departure from the stated hedging ranges. It might indicate that at $25/MwI-J prices add 
I5 percent to the range and extend hedging to four years. 

Execution strategies are continually in the development stage, but will become an 
important aspect of the hedging policy. Approved execution strategies will be firmly 
followed, but may be modified through the IRMC. 
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Appendix B - ACES Monthly Report on the BREE Portfolio 

e Purpose - A consistent report to formally communicate risk, hedging activities, 
and other information to the IRMC and the Board, including: 

o Projected costs, 
o Changes in projections compared to the previous report and the budget, 
o Market changes, 
o Probability or “certainty” in the projections, 
o Potential changes in projected costs due to stress events such as drastic 

forward price changes, 
o Actual hedges compared to hedge policy ranges. 

e Addendums - Periodically or as necessary the report may contain risk 
assessments or decision support information for issues such as: 

o Hedging opportunities outside of policy (e.g., long-term transactiodpower 
plant investments), 

o Longer term portfolio risk assessments. 

9 
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COMPANY POLICY 

POLICY NUMBER: ORIGINAL EFFECTIVE DATE: 
APPROVED BY: Board ORIGINAL APPROVAL DATE: 6-15-07! 

excluding matrices 
DATE LAST WEVISEID: 

TRADING AUTHORITY POLICY I 

1. Policy Purpose 

The purpose of this policy is to define the authority granted by the Big Rivers Electric 
Corporation (“RREC”) Board of Directors (“Board”) to the president & chief executive officer 
(““CEO”) to execute and delegate authority to execute energy-related transactions. Furthermore, 
it sets forth clarity and empowerment among those with trading authority and is designed to 
encourage communication among individuals with trading authority and the Board. 

2. Obiective 

The objective of BREC’s Trading Authority Policy is to define: 
6 

0 

6 

6 

6 

e 

Who has authority to execute transactions, 
The comodities and products that can be transacted, 
The authorized lead-time and term for each transaction, 
The authorized maximum price and volume, 
Counterparty contract and credit requirements, 
The process for approving new commodities, products or locations, 
BREC‘s intention regarding hedging and speculating, 
Other relevant factors associated with due diligence in authorizing transactions to be 
executed. 

3. Procedural Requirements 

The following defines the procedural requirements that apply to all commodities and products 
transacted pursuant to t h s  policy. 

Execution Authoritv 

Execution Authority is outlined by commodity in the authority matrix sections found below. All 
column limits in these matrices are applied independently of one another for each authority level, 
in that no individual column limit may be exceeded without authorization, regardless of whether 
a transaction does not exceed another column limit for that same authority level. Limits for each 
level of authority are cumulative, and include all column limits up to and including that level. 
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The trading limits apply to both purchases and sales. Daily limits are applied to gross amounts 
transacted in total for the day, and not to purchases and sales netted together. 

Ths policy identifies Board-authorized levels for the CEO and Sr. VP of energy supply and 
explicitly gives the CEO the authority to delegate authority levels to BREC staff and ACES 
Power Marketing (“APM’). The president & CEO has the authority to modify delegated 
mthority levels zt his sole discretion as long as the delegated authority does not exceed hs own 
authority per this policy. All delegated authority levels below the Sr. VP level will be 
recommended by the SI-. VP and approved by the CEO. 

Individuals who are listed in the authority matrices in this policy are authorized to execute trades 
vncler the stzted limits and mzy downward delegate their authority to others as long as the 
delegated authority does not exceed their own authority per this policy. Where their authority is 
further downward delegated, it must be approved by written signature of the next authority level 
up prior to any execution. 

Contract Requirements 

Transactions with counterpaities shall only be permitted if BREC has either: 
An active, valid, and executed agreement enabling such trading activity with that 
counterparty, 
Written approval from the BREC CEO. c. 

Credit Requirements 

Credit limits for each counterparty shall not be intentionally exceeded. (Note: Since credit 
exposures are a.function of not only positions traded, hut also a.function of nzai*lcet pricing and 
volatility, credit exposure to a counterparty nzay uninlentionally exceed a credit limit purely due 
to clzarzges in the, forwaid market). 

Entering into unsecured transactions with a counterparty that has total credit exposure greater 
than or equal to its open line of credit and the total of any security currently provided will not be 
allowed unless approved in writing by the AFM director of credit or the BREC CEO. 

Credit Sleeving 

All sleeving transactions for credit purposes shall be approved by the CEO. (Note: Sleeving is 
an ai-ifiangement Milzere a nzore.financial1y reputable entity acts as middleman.for a smaller, 
undercapitalized entity in the purchase or sale ofpower.) 

Contract Sleeving 

This policy does riot prohibit BREC from being positioned between another member or customer 
of APM and an external counterparty in order to bridge a contract gap that exists. The sleeve 
must: 

3 
i 
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e 

a 

Be only for physical power, transmission or natural gas, not transportation, 
Be only for terns of one month or less. 

Contract sleeving on behalf of BREC is approved when it is either the only or the most 
economical path to pursue at the discretion of APM, with prompt afler-the-fact notice to the 
BREC Sr. VP of energy supply. 

Tr2dfEEe on Premises 

Al! verbally binding transactions must be executed on either a voice recorded communication 
line or via an online broker account. Trading on cellular phones or through instant messaging is 
prohibited. Off premises trading is prohibited. 

Deal Capture 

Any transactions executed by a BREC employee must be promptly forwarded to APM after deal 
execution. 

Speculation 

No speculative trading activities shall be permitted, and no speculative trading positions shall be 
initiated. Trading will be permitted only for purposes of hedging and portfolio optimization. 

Non-Standard Products 

The Board must pre-approve any transaction that involves commodities or products not listed in 
this policy. 

Transactions Requiring Board Approval 

Transactions which meet any of the following criteria must be pre-approved by the Board prior 
to execution: 

Q 

0 

The transaction is a new commodity not previously traded by RREC, 
The transaction is at a location in which no trading is permitted, 
The transaction is for something other than: physical spot or fonvard electricity, natural 
gas, fuel oil, coal, carbon, petroleum coke, ancillary electric services, capacity, power 
transmission, financial transmission rights, gas transportation, gas imbalance and storage, 
coal transportation, exchange traded energy products, over-the-counter (OTC) financial 
energy transactions, OTC energy options, federal SO? or NOx emission allowances, 
renewable energy credits or a unit outage insurance product. 

Examples of new instruments would include the use of derivatives with different risk 
characteristics or the use of derivatives to implement different business strategies or goals. New 
instruments or locations would also include those instruments or locations that may be traded on 
a “one-off’ basis, which would be implementation of a derivative instrument or entry into a 
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commodity market that, despite the anticipation of being transacted just once, would still fit the 
definition of a new instrument or location. 

The purpose of defining a process for such transactions as noted above is to ensure that the 
exposures associated with them are thoroughly reviewed and understood by the Board and 
appropriate trading controls are in place. The Board must approve the use of such transactions 
prior to execution using the process defined below: 

a) Transaction Proposal - The proposal is the responsibility of the person or business group 
proposing the transaction. The proposal should address the business need, risks, trading 
controls, valuation methodology, accounting methodology, operations workflow/ 
methodology, and assessment of legal and regulatory issues. 

b) Board Review - The Board will perform a review on the benefits and risks of the proposed 
transaction. The Board will assess the proposed transaction and make a determination 
whether to add the proposed transaction to the approved list. 

c) Approval (Pilot Program) - The Board may approve limited use of the proposed transaction 
to ensure that proper controls are in place to monitor the activity. The Board may approve 
the proposed transaction without instituting a Pilot Program if the proposed transaction is 
going to be used once (one off), where it would not be prudent to test it in a shorter time 
kame or smaller quantity due to constraints such as liquidity or length of term of product. 
The Board will use more scrutiny in approval of one-off transactions. 

4,. Non RTO Electric Power and Transmission Trading Authority 

The following outlines transaction limits, definitions, and procedural requirements for power and 
power transmission transactions. 

I Per Transaction Limits 
Limits ( 

Total 
I 

Title Product Volume 

Electric 
No Max Board 1 Power and 1 No Limit 1 NoLimit 1 NoMax. 

-re,...,. 
I 1 1 allb I I I I I 1 > 3 Year 1 

1 5 5  1 Years CEO Power and 7- Years 

1 50 1 $75 1 
1 :3 14,000 

Electric, 

338,000 
Sr. VP of 
Energy Power and 1 Year 1 Year 

Electric 1 M l n k c  1 SO 1 $150 1 

Total Volume Total $ 

No Max. No Max. 

Total $ 

No Max. 

$197 
million 

$7.5 
million 

4 
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Power Authoritv Matrix Explanations 

Transaction limits represent the Mw volume per hour and dollars/MWH for each 
transaction executed. 
Per Trading Day Limits represent the total M I W  volume and dollsrrs for all transactions 
executed in a trading day. 
Aggregate Ldmits represent the sum total MWH volume and dollars for all forward 
transactions. 
Lead time represents the time period from the date a trade is executed to the start of the 
trade. 
The dollar limits are based upon electric power only and do not include transmission, 
however the term, lead time, and volume limits do apply to transmission. 
Authorized products include electric power and transmission, including both physical and 
financial derivatives, as well as capacity and ancillary services. Financial derivatives 
may be OTC electric forwards and options or exchange traded products. 
Authority for PJM and MISO products is defined in the authority matrices below. 

Deliverrv Locations 

Trading at delivery locations outside the eastern interconnect is not permitted. Trading at 
delivery locations that are normal to the daily course of business for BREC, to the extent 
transmission is available, is authorized as follows: 

Unrestricted Delivery Locations 

Q SERC Reliability Region 
8 MISO 
e PJM 
* RFC Reliability Region 
* SPP 

Trading at any other delivery locations within the eastern interconnection shall be restricted as 
follows: 

Restricted DeIiverv Locations 

Eastern interconnection locations (only with approval by the APM vice president of portfolio 
manageinent/portfolio director or the BREC CEO). 

Firmness of  Power 

The product firmness of all transactions must be provided for in an executed agreement between 
BREC and the appropriate counterparty. Sales commitments must never be more fim than the 

5 
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Title Product 

supply source, including the purchase side of back-to-back sales, swaps, sleeves or spreads 
unless the BREC CEO gives explicit written authority to sell power that is more firm than the 
supply source. Energy purchased as firm L,D may be resold as such. 

Delivery 
Lead Time Term MW Size $MWh 

Note that PJM RTO and MISO IS0 day-ahead transactions, such as price-sensitive offers and 
bids for importing and exporting from PJM or MISO, are financially firm. Hence an exception 
fiom the firmness of power for adjustments to these day ahead transactions intraday is acceptable 
due to the fact that these adjustments are houriy and non-firm. 

Board1 

CEO 

Transmission Firmness and Voiume 

All MISO Products No Limit No Limit No Max No Max 

Generation Awards 
Demand Awards 

_. 

None None None None 

No Max MISO Price Cap Virtual Transaction Awards As Required by 1 Operating 
ImporWExports MISO Day 

Financial Transmission kghts  None None None None 

Transmission purchases need to be of equal firmness and volume to the energy component that 
such transmission purchase is associated with, unless pre-approved otherwise by the BREC 
CEO. (Note: Purchasing small percentages of additional transmission to cover transmission 
losses is permitted.) In addition, transmission may be reserved but not utilized if an energy 
schedule is not confirmed prior to scheduling deadlines outside of APM’s control. When this 
occurs it is not considered a violation of this policy. 

Generation Awards 
Demand Awards 

5. MISO Trading Authoritv 

None 1 None None 1 None I 

The following outlines transaction limits, definitions, and procedural requirements for MIS0 
products. 

sr. vp ofEnergy 
Supply 

 MIS SO Per Transaction Limits (up to) 

MISO Price Cap Virtual Transaction Awards As Required by 1 Operating 400 
Imports/Exports MISO Day 200 

I 1 Financial Transmission Rights 1 None 1 None 1 None 1 None 1 
MISO Authoritv Matrix ExpIanations 

* 
Q 

Generation award limits are per generating unit. 
Demand award limits are per each load location. 

6 
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All PJM Products 

Generation Awards 
Demand Awards 

Ancillary Service Awards 
Capacity 

Financial Transmission Rights 
__ Virtual Transaction Awards 

Imports/Exports 
Generation Awards 
Demand Awards 

Ancillary Service Awards 
Capacity 

Financial Transmission Rights 
Virtual Transaction Awards 

Imports/Exports 

e 

e 

8 

Virtual transaction award limits are per each bid/offer nodal point. Virtual purchase 
awards and virtual sales awards are monitored separately. 
Imports and exports are per location and are monitored separately. 
Only financial transmission rights that are bought and sold via the annual and monthly 
auctions or in the secondary market are monitored per the limits above. This excludes 
financial transmission rights allocated in the annual allocation. 

No Limit No Limit No Max No Max 

None None None None 

As Required by 1 Operating No Max pJM Price cap 
PJM nay 

None None None None 

PJM Price Cap As Required by 1 Operating 400 
P JM Day 200 

The following outlines transaction limits, definitions, and procedursrl requirements for PJM 
products. 

I PJM Per Transaction Limits (up to) I 
I Titie 

1 Board 

PJM Authoritv Matrix Expianations 

Generation award limits are per generating unit. 
Demand award limits are per each load nodal point. 
Virtual transaction award limits are per each bid/offer nodal point. Incremental purchase 
awards and decremental sales awards are monitored separately. 
h p o r t s  and exports are per location and are each monitored separately. 
Only financial transmission rights that are bought and sold via the annual and monthly 
auctions or in the secondary market are monitored per the limits above. This excludes 
FTRs allocated in the annual allocation. 
Prior to 6/1/07 capacity limits apply to bilateral transactions executed for unit specific or 
unforced capacity credits as well as capacity credits purchased in the daily or monthly 
PJM capacity credit market. Effective 6/1/07 capacity limits apply to bilateral 
transactions for unforced capacity and financial capacity. 

e 

e 

e 

* 
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* Limits for ancillary service awards apply to the regulation and spinning reserve market 
only. 

7. Natural Gas and Transportation Triadin2 Authorie 

The following outlines transaction limits, definitions, and procedural requirements for natural 
gas and transportation transactions. 

Per Transaction Limits Per Trading Day Limits 
(UP tot (UP to) 

# of # of 
Financial Financial 
Contracts $/ Contracts 

rmm Physical 
Term Lead Time / Physical 

Volume 
per  Day Volume 
MMBtu MMBtu 

I Tota! Tota! $ 

No Limit No Limit I No Max. No Max. No Max. No Max. 

21 Year 
- 2 Years 

- < I Year NoMax. NoMax 

- < 2 Years 

- < 1 Year NoMax NoMax. 

> 1 Month 
- < 1 Year 

< 1 Month NoMax NoMax 

$1.5 100,000 $15 
~00,000 million 

100,000 million 

100,000 million 

. loo’ooo miliion 

$1.5 100,000 $15 
> I  Year 2 Years 

~~ 

$1.2 50,000 $12 

- 
I Year 

$1.2 50,000 $12 1 Month 
< 1 Year 

< 1 Month NoMax No Max. 

- 

- 

Aggregate Limits 
(UP to) 

# of 
Financial 

Contracts / 

Physical 
Volume 
MMBtu 

No Max No Max. 

Tota! Total $ 

$12 
million 800,000 

$12 
million 800,000 

$4.8 
million 400.000 

$4.8 
million 400,000 

Natural Gas 1 Products Board 

Title 

Fin an c i a 1 

CEO 

Product 

I 

Physical 

Financial 

Physical 

Sr VP Energy 
SUPPh 

Natural Gas Authoritv Matrix Explanations 

Transaction limits represent the number of financial contracts or the physical mmBTTJ 
volume per day and dollars/mrnBTTJ for each transaction executed. 
Per trading day limits represent the number of financial contracts or the total physical 
mmBTU volume and dollars for all transactions executed in a trading day. 
Aggregate limits represent the number of financial contracts or the total physical 
mmBTU volume and dollars for all forward transactions. 
Lead time represents the time period from the date a trade is executed to the start of the 
trade. 
The dollar limits are based upon commodity gas only and do not include transportation, 
however, the term, lead time, and volume limits do apply to transportation. 
One monthly NYMEX contract contains 10,000 mmBTU. 
Natural gas products include physical gas and financial gas derivatives, as well as 
transportation, imbalance and storage. The above authority matrix applies to both 
exchange traded and OTC derivative products. 
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Natural Gas Firmness 

The product firmness of all trades must be provided for in an executed agreement between 
BREC and the appropriate counterparty. Sales commitments must never be more firm than the 
supply source unless pre-approved by the BREC CEO. 

Transportation Firmness and Volume 

Transportation purchases need to be of equal firmness and volume to the natural gas component 
that such transportation purchase is associated with, unless pre-approved otherwise by the BREC 
CEO. 

DeIivenr Locations 

Financial natural gas transactions may only be executed at the following locations: 
6 HenryHub, 
8 Pipelines and hubs that serve BREC gas plants. 

Physical natural gas transactions may only be executed at the following locations: 
e Pipelines and hubs that can directly serve BREC gas plants. 

Financial and physical natural gas transactions may only be executed at other locations upon 
approval of the APM vice president of portfolio management/portfolio director or the BREC 
CEO and such transactions must support the hedging needs of BREC. 

8. Fuel Oil Trading Authoritv 

The following outlines transaction limits, definitions, and procedural requirements for financial 
and physical fuel oil transactions. 

Fuel oil hedging will be conducted to hedge price risk associated with fuel oil used for plant 
start-up or to hedge potential fuel oil or diesel fuel price risk contained within coal contracts. 

9 
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Per Transaction Limits 
(UP to) 

Lead Volume 
Term Time Gallons $/Galion 

Financial and No Limit Limit No No Max No Max 

Financial Fuel 5 3 Years 2 Years 

Product 

Physical Fuel Oil 

1,000,000 $6 > 1 Year 

Oil 5 1 Year No Max No Max 

1,000,000 $6 

750,000 $5 

1 1  Year 

5 1 Year No Max No Max 
Physical Fuel Oil < 3 Years 2 Years 

1 Month Financial Fuel Year Year 
< 1 Month No Max No Max Oil 
- 

750,000 $5 1 Month 
Physical Fuel Oil 5 1 Year 1 Year 

- < 1 Month No Max No Max 

Aggregate Limits 
(UP to) 

Total $ 
Total 

Volume 
Gallons 

No Max No Max 

$60 
10,000,000 million 

$9 
million 

$25 

3,000,000 

5,000,000 million 

$10 
2,000,000 million 

1 Titie 

Board 1-- 
Sr. VP of 
Energy 
Supply 

I 

Fuel Oil Authoritv Matrix Explanations 

8 

Q 

Transaction limits represent the total gallons and dollars/gallon for each transaction 
executed. 
Aggregate limits represent the sum total gallon volume and dollars for all forward 
transactions. 
One monthly NYMEX contract represents 42,000 Gallons (1,000 Barrels). 
Financial fuel oil derivative transactions are only authorized to the extent they are used to 
hedge BREC’s forward fuel oil exposure. Fuel oil includes both the physical product and 
financial derivatives. Fuel oil financial derivatives include both exchange traded and 
OTC products. 
Lead time represents the time period from the date a trade is executed to the start of the 
trade. 

e 

B. 

6 

9.  Goal Trading Authority 

The following outlines transaction limits, definitions, and procedural requirements for coal 
transactions. 
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Per Transaction Limits 
(UP to) 

$/Ton Lead Volume 
Time Tons Product Term Title 

Aggregate Limits 

Total 
Volume 

Tons __ 

(up to) 

Board of 
Directors 

CEO 

Physical and 
Financial Coal 

Physical and 
Financial 

Petroleum Coke 

Sr. VP 
Energy 
S1WY 

3,000,000 
1,000,000 $40 > 1 M o n t h s 2  

Years 
5 1 Month No Max No Max 

Month 5 250,000 $60 
1 Year 

Years 1,000,000 

- No Max No Max _. < 1 Month 

No Mar, No Max No l v h i  

3,300,000 $45 13,200,000 

_ -  N O  
NO Limit 

> 1 Year53  

- < 1 Yeas 

Physical and 
Financial Coal, 
Petroleum Coke Limit 

Physical and Years 
Financial Coal 

2 Years 
> 1 Yeas53 

Physical and 
Financial 1,000,000 I s l y e a r  1 1 NoMax 1 NoMax 1 Petroleum Coke 

Total 9; 

No Iviax 

$594 
million 

$60 
million 

$120 
million 

$60 
million 

Coal Authoritv Matrix Explanations 

91 

8 

Authorized products include physical spot and forward transactions, financial swaps, 
options on physical forwards or financial swaps and NYMEX cleared OTC transactions. 
Per transaction limits represent the total quantity in tons and dollarshon for each 
transaction executed. 
Aggregate limits represent the sum total quantity in tons and dollars for all forward 
transactions. 
Lead time represents the time period from the date a trade is executed to the start of the 
trade. 

91 

0 

10. Coal Transportation Trading Authorihi 

The following outlines transaction limits, definitions, and procedural requirements for coal 
transportation transactions. 

I 1  
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~. 
Per Transaction Limits 

Title 

Aggregate Limits 

Board 

(UP to) 

CEO 

(up to) _- 

Sr.VP of 
Energy Supply 

Product 

Barge, Rail 
or Truck 

Transportati 
on 

Barge, Rail 
or Truck 

Transportati 
on 

Barge, Rail 
or Truck 

Transportati 
on 

Term 

No Limit 

-- 
> 1-Year 
- < 5 Years 

"_ < 1 Year 

> 1 Month 
- < 3 Years 

< 3  
Months 

-- 

Total 
$/Ton Volume Volume 

Time 
- 

I I No Limit 1 NoMax 

7.5 
million 2 Years iiiiliioii ,- NoMax NoMax 

I I I 

8 $5 5 .0 
millinn 

Total $ 

No Max 

$52.5 
million 

$20 
million 

Coal Transportation A ~ t h o r i t ~  Matrix Expianations 

e 

e 

6 

6 

Authorized products include barge, rail and truck transportation transactions. 
Per transaction limits represent the total quantity in tons and dolladton for each 
transaction executed. 
Aggregate limits represent the sum total quantity in tons and dollars for all forward 
transactions. 
Lead time represents the time period from the date a trade is executed to the start of the 
trade. 

11. Emission Allowances Trading Authoritv 

The following outlines transaction limits, definitions, and procedural requirements for emissions 
transactions. 
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Title Product 

Federal SO2 and 

Allowances 

Emission 
Allowances 

Federal NOx 
Emission 

Allowances 

Federal SO2 
Emission 

Sr.VP of Allowances 
Energy 

Federal NOx 
Emission 

Allowances 

Board NOx Ernissioii 

Federal 

CEO 

SWPlY 

Per Transaction Limits Aggregate Limits 
(UP to) (UP to) 

Total $ 
Total 

Term $/Ton (1) Volume 
Tons (2) 

Lead Volume 
Time Tons (2) 

No Limit No Limit No Max No Max No Max No Max 

1,500 ' $l,SOO $90 
> 1 Year5 2 

million Years 60,000 
NoMax NoMax 

c - -  - 4 I Year 
> Yearc L Years 

500 $3,000 $4.5 
million Years 1 .so0 

__ c 1 Year NoMax NoMax 

5,000 $1,200 $18 
> Month 5 

million 1 Year 15,000 
- < 1 Month NoMax NoMax 

1 Year 
' Month 5 1 SO $2,500 

SO0 $1.25 million 1 Year 

- _. < 1 Month NoMax NoMax 

Emission Allowance Authoritv Matrix Explanations 

e 

0 

8 

e 

The authority matrix above represents authority for SO? and NOx emission allowances. 
Per transaction limits represent the total quantity in tons and dollardton for each transaction 
executed. 
Aggregate limits represent the sum total quantity in tons and dollars for all forward 
transactions. 
Lead time represents the time period from the date a trade is executed to the start of the trade. 

12. Acknowledgements 

Clear Authoritv and Staff and APM Authoritv Delegations 

Where authority is further downward delegated, it must be approved by written signature of the 
next authority level up prior to any execution. BREC staff and ACES Power Marketing trading 
authority delegations and transaction request processes that grant authority to BREC staff and 
ACES Power Marketing shall be documented in an internal procedure and shall be subject to the 
written approval of the CEO. In no case will the BREC staff or ACES Power Marketing trading 
delegations exceed that of the CEO. 

Violations and Sanctions 

Violations of this Authority Policy must not occur. Should it be determined that a violation did 
occur, the IRMC will notify the RREC Board of such violation, and the responsible party(ies) 
will be sanctioned according to BREK Risk Management Sanctions Policy. 
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Policv Effective 

This Trading Authority Policy is in effect upon the Board’s approval and shall remain in effect 
until a replacement policy has been approved by the Board. 

It shall be the responsibility of the Board, the CEO and the IRMC to ensure compliance with this 
policy. 

24 
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY 

BEFORE THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION OF KENTUCKY 

In the Matter o f  

THE APPLICATIONS OF BIG RIVERS 
EL,ECTRIC CORPORATION FOR: 
(1) APPROVAL, OF WHOLESALE TARIFF 

CORPORATION, (11) APPROVAL OF 
TRANSACTIONS, (111) APPROVAL, TO ISSIJE 

(IV) APPROVAL OF AMENDMENTS TO 

ADDITIONS FOR BIG RIVERS ELECTRIC ) CASE NO. 2007-00455 

EVIDENCES OF INDEBTEDNESS, AND ) 

CONTRACTS; AND ) 

E.ON-U.S., LLZC, WESTERN KENTUCKY ENERGY 
COW. AND LG&E, ENERGY MARKETING, 
N C .  FOR APPROVAL OF TRANSACTIONS 

) 
) 
1 

EXHIBIT 11 

Summary and Analysis of Terms and Conditions of the Termination Agreement 
In Response to May 2, 2007 L,etter from Beth O’Donnell 

December 2007 
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21 
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26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

RESPONSE TO ITEM NO. 2 IN MAY 2,2007 LETTER FROM BETH 
O’DONNELL, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR FOR TKE KENTUCKY PUBLIC 

SERVICE COMMISSIQN 

A SUMMARY OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THE TERMINATION 
ACJIPEEMENT, INCLUDING A.NY ASSOCIATED AGREEMENTS THAT MAY 
NOT BE A PART OF THE ACTUAL TERMINATION AGREEMENT 
DOCUMENT. 

This represents a summary of the Transaction Termination Agreement, dated 

March 26, 2007, as amended by a First Amendment to Transaction Termination 

Agreement dated November 1, 2007, among Big Rivers Electric Corp. (“Big Rivers”), 

Western Kentucky Energy Corp. (“WXEC”) and LG&E Energy Marketing Inc. (“LEM”) 

(“Termination Agreement”), and of the other transaction documents for the unwind 

transactions as they are currently contemplated between Big Rivers and E.ON US., on 

the basis of their discussions and negotiations to date and their related discussions with 

the other key constituents that must participate in the unwind transactions. It is subject to 

change in the event the parties’ continuing discussions and negotiations with each other, 

and with those other key constituents, give rise to additional issues that must be 

addressed through modifications of the documents described herein, or through additional 

documents not currently contemplated by Big Rivers or E.ON U.S. 

The Termination Agreement represents the “Omnibus Transaction Agreement” 

whereby Big Rivers, WICEC and LEM have agreed to unwind, terminate and release each 

other from the approximately 25-year Lease and Operating Agreement, the 

approximately 25-year Power Purchase Agreement and the related transactions that were 

entered into in 1998 (and subsequently) among Big Rivers, LEM and WKEC (including 

WICEC’s affiliates that were previously merged into WICEC), and to unwind, terminate 

and release the agreements entered into by E.ON U.S. LLC (formerly L,G&E Energy 

Corp.) in connection with those transactions, but in each case only if and when certain 

specified conditions precedent for the benefit of the parties (set forth in Article 10 of the 

1 



1 

2 

Termination Agreement, among other provisions of that agreement) have been satisfied 

or waived by the parties. 

3 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

1.5 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

2.5 

26 

27 

28 

I. Conditions to Closing 

Among other conditions precedent (including various conditions precedent that 

are unique to this transaction, and a number of other conditions precedent that are 

customary for a transaction of this type, scope and magnitude), the conditions precedent 

to the unwind Closing included in the Termination Agreement include the requirements: 

(a) that WKEC transfer to Big Rivers at the “Closing” substantially all of 

the fbels and other inventories, equipment, tools, spare parts, materials and 

supplies, and certain designated contracts, SO2 and NOx allowances, and 

transmission reservations, in each case associated with the leased generators 

(Coleman, Green, Reid and Wilson Stations) and the City of Heiiderson’s Station 

Two generation station (“Station Two”); 

(b) that W I E C  transfer to Big Rivers certain licenses or other rights of 

UTKEC to utilize certain computer software and other intellectual property used 

by W C  in the operation of the leased generators or Station Two; 

(c) that the City of Henderson and the City of Henderson Utility 

Commission agree to terminate and release all agreements (entered into in 1998 

and subsequently) whereby WIWC or LEM have rights and obligations to operate 

and maintain Station Two, to fbnd certain costs associated with the operation and 

maintenance of Station Two, and to purchase certain of the capacity and energy of 

Station Two (resulting in Big Rivers reassuming its original (pre-1998) 

contractual rights and obligations with the City of Henderson and the City of 

Henderson Utility Commission to undertake those activities which are currently 

the responsibility of WKEC and LEM); 

(d) that Kenergy Corp. (“Kenergy”), Alcan Corporation (and its affiliates) 

and Century Aluminum Company (and its affiliates) release LEM from its 

obligations to sell and deliver power to Kenergy (for resaie to those aluminum 



10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

1s 

16 

17 

18 

19 

30 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

smelting companies) pursuant to two separate wholesale power sales agreements 

entered into by LEM with Kenergy (then Henderson Union Rural Electric 

Cooperative Corp. and Green River Electric Corporation) in 1998 (and 

subsequently), and from certain related agreements with Kenergy and those 

aluminum smelting companies; 

(e) that Big Rivers enter into new or amended wholesale power sales 

agreements with Kenergy (on terms satisfactory to Big Rivers, Kenergy and those 

aluminum smelting companies), to provide certain quantities of power to Kenergy 

on a long-term basis for resale to those aluminum smelting companies; 

(f) that Big Rivers’ “all requirements” wholesale power sales agreements 

with its member distribution cooperatives (Kenergy, Jackson Purchase Energy 

Corporation and Meade County RECC), to serve the load of those member 

distribution cooperatives (other than the smelter loads of Kenergy), are extended 

for periods sufficient for Big Rivers to achieve at the Closing the investment 

grade rating contemplated in (1) below; 

(g) that M E C ,  LEM and Big Rivers receive certain designated tax 

rulings with respect to the effects of various aspects of the unwind transactions 

from the Internal Revenue Service and the Kentucky Revenue Cabinet; 

(h) that the secured creditors of Big Rivers (other than WCEC and LEM), 

including the Rural lltilities Service (among others) (i) consent to the completion 

of the unwind transactions and to the new power sales arrangements with the Big 

Rivers member distribution cooperatives described above, (ii) consent to a debt 

restructuring and recapitalization of Rig Rivers, (iii) agree to a modification of 

certain rights, preferences and priorities of those secured creditors under the 

mortgages, security agreements and other collateral instruments from Big Rivers 

in their favor, and (iv) release WKEC, LEM and E.ON U.S. LLC from certain 

contractual obligations to those secured creditors entered into in 1998 (and 

subsequently); 
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(i) that certain approvals of, or waivers with respect to, the transactions 

described above are obtained from the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, 

the Kentucky Public Service Commission and under the Hart-Scott-Rodino 

Antitrust Improvements Act; 

(j)  that a “Termination Payment” in an amount agreed upon and set forth 

in the Termination Agreement will be paid by W&C to Big Rivers at the Closing 

(together with certain “true-ups” relating to rental payments, payments associated 

with “Monthly Margin Payments” owing on prior power sales for the smelter 

load, and other payments for transmission sewices and operations, maintenance 

and capital costs, all as pro-rated through the Closing); 

(k) that WKEC will release Big Rivers at the Closing from any further 

obligations (i) under the “Settlement Promissory Note” delivered by Big Rivers to 

LEM at the 1998 transaction closing, or (ii) for the “LG&E Parties Residual 

Value Payment” contemplated in Section 24.1 of the 1998 New Participation 

Agreement (as amended); 

(1) that Big Rivers will have achieved as of the Closing certain designated 

“investment grade” credit ratings on its debt obligations secured by a first lien and 

security interest in Big Rivers’ assets; 

(m) that the capacity, operations, physical condition, state of repair and 

“environmental condition” of the leased generators and Station Two (and the sites 

on which they are located) meet certain standards and requirements set forth in 

the Termination Agreement as of the Closing; 

(n) that Big Rivers has approved certain material deviations from or 

modifications to VirKEC’s “operating plans” for the leased generators or Station 

Two that may be implemented following the parties’ execution of the Termination 

Agreement, and WKEC shall have expended certain designated amounts through 

the date of the Closing in connection with the maintenance, repair and upkeep of 

the leased generators and Station Two; 

4 



1 (0) that certain designated upgrades to the Big Rivers transmission system 

I 3 (designed to alleviate certain constraints on that system) shall have been 

3 completed prior to the Closing or shall have received all required regulatory 

4 approvals prior to the Closing; 

5 

6 

7 1998 transaction closing; and 

(p) that LEM shall be released by the Rural TJtilities Service from a 

$933,333.33 demand promissory note delivered by LEM in connection with the 

8 

9 

10 

(9) that WKEC and LEM shall have been released as of the Closing from 

certain contractual obligations to various vendors of inventories, equipment, 

services and capital assets to the leased generators or Station Two. 

11 11. Additional Tesmination A,oreenzeizt Provisions 

12 

13 

Among other provisions unique to this transaction or customary for transactions 

of this type, scope and magnitude, the Termination Agreement contains provisions: 

14 (a) dictating the time and place for the Closing; 

15 

16 

(b) describing the documents to be, executed andor delivered, and other 

actions to be taken, by the parties at the Closing; 

17 

18 

19 transactions; 

(c) describing the agreed apportionment of the consideration paid by 

WKEC in the unwind transactions, among certain aspects or components of those 

20 

21 

22 

23 valued; 

(d) dictating how physical inventories of all fuel and other inventories, and 

of all equipment, spare parts, materials and supplies, will be conducted by the 

parties prior to the Closing, and how the fuel inventories and equipment will be 

24 

25 

26 

(e) identifying which contracts and items of intellectual property (such as 

computer software) of WKEC will be assigned to and assumed by Big Rivers at 

the Closing or otherwise made available for Big Rivers’ use and enjoyment as of 

5 
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13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

the Closing (including without limitation, pursuant to the Information Technology 

Support Services Agreement described in paragraph III(20) below), and 

identifying which of those assignments, etc. will require third-party consents 

(and/or releases of WKEC) as a condition precedent to the Closing; 

(f) contemplating a transfer to Big Rivers, either before or after the 

Closing; of certain licenses and permits relating to the leased generators and 

Station Two; 

(g) allocating between Big Rivers and WKJ3C certain SO? allowances and 

NOx allowances allotted to the leased generators or Station Two, or to be 

acquired by WKEC for Big Rivers’ benefit; 

(h) outlining certain agreed procedures for obtaining (and funding the 

costs of obtaining) certain third-party consents or approvals required for the 

completion of various aspects of the unwind transactions; 

(i) setting forth various representations and warranties made by Big 

Rivers, on the one hand, and WKEC and LEM, on the other hand, to the other(s), 

some of which are unique to this transaction, but many of which are customary 

for transactions of this type, scope and magnitude; 

(i) setting forth the agreed periods of survival (following the Closing) of 

the parties’ respective representations and warranties, and imposing certain 

limitations on the parties’ remedies and rights of recovery for a misrepresentation 

or breach of warranty on the part of the other party or parties; 

(k) (i) affording Big Rivers and its representatives certain access rights to 

the leased generators and Station Two, and to the boolcs and records of WKEC 

relating to the leased generators and Station Two, during the period leading up to 

the Closing (in addition to the access rights granted to Big Rivers pursuant to the 

1998 transaction documents), (ii) affording Big Rivers and its representatives 

certain enhanced rights to observe WKEC’s operation, maintenance, repair and 

upkeep of the leased generators and Station Two during that same period, 

6 
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I 7 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 
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13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

(iii) affording Rig hvers (either as absolute rights or as additional conditions 

precedent to Big Rivers’ obligation to consummate the unwind transactions) 

certain rights to approve various contracts and contract amendments associated 

with the leased generators or Station Two, and to approve certain deviations by 

WKEC from its operating plans for the leased generators or Station Two, in either 

case during that same period, (iv) obligating WSEC to operate the leased 

generators and Station Two consistent with certain designated standards and 

generally in accordance with certain operating plans approved by the parties, and 

to expend certain amounts in connection with the maintenance, repair and upkeep 

of the leased generators and Station Two, in each case during that same period, 

(v) requiring WKEC to comply with certain limitations on its employee hirings, 

terminations, compensation and benefits during that same period, and 

(vi) affording Big Rivers certain rights to delay the Closing until certain issues 

that it may have with respect to WKEC’s maintenance, repair or upkeep of the 

leased generators or Station Two (specifically identified by Big Rivers prior to the 

Closing) have been addressed, and until certain due diligence information 

previously requested by Big Rivers has been delivered or made available by 

WKEC; 

(1) allocating between WKEC and Big Rivers as of the Closing 

responsibility for certain taxes that may have been or may be assessed against the 

leased generators or Station Two (or against WICEC or Big hvers by reason of 

their respective ownership or operation of the leased generators or Station Two), 

that may be assessed by reason of the unwind transactions, or that may be 

assessed in respect of the employees of WKEC; 

(m) allocating between the parties certain potential liquidated damages 

associated with the new scrubber facilities at Coleman Station; 

(n) addressing certain employee and employee benefit iransition issues 

that will result from or be required to be addressed by virtue of the unwind 

transactions; 
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(0) allocating between the parties the obligation to fund certain emissions 

fee costs; 

(p) implementing a series of indemnification covenants, reimbursenieiit 

covenants and other risk sharing or risk allocation covenants between Big Rivers, 

on the one hand, and WKEC and LEM, on the other, in order to allocate to or 

between those parties certain known, latent or potential environmental 

remediation costs, and certain costs to address potential environmental risks, 

conditions or circumstances, at or with respect to the leased generators or Station 

Two (or the sites on which they are located) prior to (and as a condition precedent 

to) the Closing, or following the Closing, and imposing certain agreed-upon 

limitations on the parties’ respective rights of recovery pursuant to those 

covenants; 

(9) providing for the parties to jointly undertake (through an 

environmental consulting firm jointly retained by them) an environmental audit o f  

the leased generators and Station Two prior to the Closing; 

(r) providing for (i) certain additional indemnification covenants between 

Big Rivers, on the one hand, and WIEC and LEM, on the other hand, to allocate 

between them certain operating risks associated with the leased generators or 

Station Two (or their respective use, operation, maintenance or repair thereof) 

arising before the 1998 transactions, arising during the term of the 1998 

transactions, and/or arising after the Closing of the unwind transactions, (ii) 

certain other customary indemnification covenants associated with a party’s 

misrepresentation or breach of a covenant in the Termination Agreement or in 

another agreement associated with the unwind transactions, (iii) certain agreed- 

upon limitations on the parties’ respective rights of recovery and remedies as 

against each other, and (iv) certain procedures to be followed by the parties in 

asserting any indemnification claims, prosecuting such claims, defending against 

third-party claims that may form the basis for such indemnification claims, and 

8 
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(s) affording the parties certain rights to terminate the Termination 

Agreement if the Closing has not occurred on or prior to April 30,2008; and 

(t) providing for various, miscellaneous “boiler plate” covenants and 

agreements among the parties which are customary for transactions of this type, 

scope and magnitude. 

111. A&tiorzal Docunzents 

As currently contemplated by Big Rivers, WKEC, LEM and E.ON, the following 

additional documents have been entered into in connection with the Termination 

Agreement, or will be required to consumate the unwind transactions as currently 

contemplated in the Termination Agreement. As indicated above, this listing could 

change based on the discussions and negotiations to be undertaken among the parties 

with the other key constituents the consent or approval of which, or other covenants or 

concessions from which, are required for the consummation of the unwind transactions. 

1. The Guarantee, dated March 26, 2007, between E.ON U.S. L,LC and Big 

Rivers, by which E.ON U.S. LLC guaranteed the obligations of its subsidiaries to Big 

Rivers under the Termination Agreement and the other unwind transaction documents to 

be entered into in connection therewith; 

2. Two separate agreements that have been entered into between E.ON 7-J.S. 

LLC and/or WKEC, on the one hand, and Big Rivers, on the other (as amended), 

providing for certain fimding and reimbursement commitments between those parties 

with respect to various transaction costs and expenses that may be incurred in connection 

with the unwind transactions; 

3. An agreement that has been entered into among E.ON 1J.S. LLC, Rig 

Rivers, Alcan Primary Products Corporation and Century Aluminum of Kentucky 

General Partnership, providing for certain funding and reimbursement commitments 

9 
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among those parties with respect to consent fees that potentially may be required by 

certain other key constituents as a condition precedent to their consideration of, approval 

of and/or support for the unwind transactions; 

4. An agreement that has been entered into among E.ON US. LLC, Big 

Rivers, Alcan Primary Products Corporation and Century Aluminum of Kentucky 

General Partnership, providing for certain funding and reimbursement commitments 

among those parties with respect to transaction costs and expenses that potentially may 

be required by certain other- key constituents to be reimbursed as a condition precedent to 

their consideration of, approval of and/or support for the unwind transactions; 

5. Certain confidentiality and non-disclosure agreements between or among 

two or more of E.ON U.S. (and/or its subsidiaries), Big Rivers, Kenergy Corp., Alcan 

Primary Products Corporation (and/or its affiliates), Century Aluminum of Kentucky 

General Partnership (and/or its affiliates), the City of Henderson, Kentucky, and/or the 

City of Henderson Utility Commission, obligating those parties to maintain in confidence 

certain information that has been or may hereafter be disclosed to them by one or more of 

those other parties; 

6. A Termination and Release Agreement whereby Big Rivers, E.ON 

US. and its subsidiaries will terminate and release each other from a substantial 

number of the 1998 transaction documents, including the 1998 New Participation 

Agreement, Lease and Operating Agreement and Power Purchase Agreement; 

7. Various documents of conveyance, assignment and transfer 

required in order for WKEC to convey to Big Rivers at the Closing certain fuel 

and other inventories, equipment, tools, spare parts, materials, supplies, contracts, 

intellectual property, NOx allowances, SO2 allowances and permits of WKEC 

relating to the lease generators or Station Two (as contemplated in paragraph I(a) 

above), or required for WKEC's conveyance to Big Rivers at the Closing of 

certain parcels of real property agreed to be conveyed in connection with the 

unwind transactions; 
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8. A Termination and Release Agreement whereby E.ON U.S. and its 

subsidiaries, Icenergy Corp., and Alcan Corporation and its affiliates, will 

terminate and release each other from the wholesale power sales agreements and 

related commitments described in paragraph I(d) above; 

9. A Termination and Release Agreement whereby E.ON 1J.S. and its 

subsidiaries, Kenergy Corp., and Century Aluminum Company and its affiliates, 

will terminate and release each other fiom the wholesale power sales agreements 

and related commitments described in paragraph I(d) above; 

10. New wholesale power sales agreements between Big Rivers and 

Kenergy Corp., for the provision by Big Rivers of certain quantities of power for 

resale by Kenergy Corp. to the two aluminum smelters owned by Alcan and 

Century, respectively, together with the related new retail power sales agreements 

between Kenergy Corp. and each of those smelters, and two separate 

“coordination agreements” to be entered into by Big Rivers with each of those 

smelters (for the purpose of providing those parties with certain assurances 

regarding the performance of their respective power sales agreements with 

Kenergy, among other related assurances); 

1 1. Written extensions of the existing “all requirements” power sales 

agreements between Big Rivers and its three member distribution cooperatives, as 

contemplated in paragraph I(f) above; 

12. A Termination and Release Agreement whereby E.ON U.S. and its 

subsidiaries, Big Rivers, the City of Henderson and the City of Henderson Utility 

Commission will terminate and release each other from the agreements and 

commitments with respect to Station Two described in paragraph I(c) above; 

13. A Termination and Release Agreement whereby E.ON lJ.S. and its 

subsidiaries, Big Rivers, and Big Rivers’ other secured creditors will terminate 

and release each other from, among other commitments, further obligation under 

an existing Third Amended and Restated Subordination, Non-Disturbance 
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Attornment and Intercreditor Agreement among them, and will release each other 

from further obligation under certain of the 1998 transaction documents to which 

those secured creditors are a party or a beneficiary; 

14. Certain agreements and instruments to effect a “put option” transaction 

between E.ON U.S. and one or more affiliates of Phillip Morris Capital Corporation 

(which affiliates are secured creditors of Big Rivers), providing those affiliates with 

certain options and financial assurances relating to their investment(s) made in 

connection with the 2000 defeased lease transactions undertaken by Big Rivers, as those 

affiliates deem necessary as a condition precedent to their consent to and cooperation 

with the implementation of the unwind transactions; 

15. A new Indenture from Big Rivers for the benefit of its secured 

creditors to become effective immediately following the Closing of the unwind 

transactions, together with a new Intercreditor Agreement among those secured 

creditors to be eEective following that Closing, and certain amendments to the 

2000 “defeased lease” transaction documents (which amendments are 

summarized for the Commission elsewhere in this application) required to 

implement or accommodate the unwind transactions.; 

16. An agreement whereby WKEC and L,EM will transfer to Big hvers  at the 

Closing certain reservations and related rights that are held by WKEC or LEM to 

transmission services over the Big hvers and TVA transmission systems; 

17. An agreement whereby WKEC will transfer to Big Rivers at the Closing 

certain unemployment reserves that are currently maintained by WKEC with respect to 

its workforce; 

18. An agreement whereby WKEC and Big Rivers will jointly retain a third 

party consultant to conduct a physical inventory of the fuels located at the leased 

generators and Station Two prior to the Closing, as contemplated in paragraph Il(d) 

above; 

1 ?. 
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19. An Information Technology Support Services Agreement between 

E.ON U.S. (or its subsidiary) and Big Rivers, whereby E.ON 1J.S. (or that 

subsidiary) will provide to Big Rivers certain information technology support 

services for a defined period following the Closing, in order to facilitate Big 

Rivers’ operation and maintenance of the leased generators and Station Two 

during that period; 

20. A Generation Dispatch Support Services Agreement between 

E.ON U.S. (or its subsidiary) and Big Rivers, whereby E.ON U.S. (or that 

subsidiary) will provide to Rig Rivers certain generation dispatch support services 

for a defined period following the Closing, in order to facilitate Big Rivers’ 

operation and dispatch o f  the leased generators and Station Two during that 

period; 

2 1. A release of WKEC from further obligation to Big Rivers under an 

existing agreement whereby WKEC and Big Rivers agreed to appoint a “designated 

representative” and an “alternate designated representative” for purposes of complying 

with certain NOx and SO2 emissions limitations to which the leased generators are 

subject under applicable law; 

22. A release of WKEC from further obligation to Rig Rivers or the City of 

Henderson under an existing agreement whereby WKEC, Big Rivers and the City of 

Henderson agreed to appoint a “designated representative” and an “alternate designated 

representative” for purposes of complying with certain NOx and SO2 emissions 

limitations to which Station Two is subject under applicable law; 

23. Certain releases to be secured from various vendors of services, 

inventories, equipment and capital assets to the leased generators or Station Two, 

whereby WKEC would be released from further obligation under various 

contracts with those vendors effective as of the Closing; 

24. A termination and release with respect to an existing “Systems 

Disturbance Agreement” among Big Rivers, Kenergy Corp., WKEC and a large 
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23 
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industrial customer of Kenergy (Willamette), to be secured effective as of the 

Closing, and, potentially, an agreement intended to replace that Systems 

Disturbance Agreement; 

25. Various written instrument of termination, discharge and release required 

to remove from the public record the mortgages, security agreements and other recorded 

instruments to be terminated at the unwind Closing as described above; 

26. Certain consents and approvals .from third parties required for the 

assignment of their respective contracts with WKEC to Big Rivers at the Closing; 

27. A limited indemnification agreement from Big Rivers in favor of 

WKEC, indemnifying WKEC from certain risks under various vendor contracts 

(if any --to be identified by the parties prior to the closing) relating to the leased 

generators or Station Two, from which WKEC could not secure a release from the 

relevant counterparty as of the Closing (and corresponding with the obligations of 

WKEC under those contracts to be assumed by Big Rivers as of the Closing); 

28. Various stipulations to be agreed upon between the parties, and 

various officers certifications to be made by various parties in favor of other 

parties (many of which are unique to these unwind transactions, and others are 

customary for transactions of the type, scope and magnitude contemplated in the 

Termination Agreement), to be delivered at or prior to the Closing; 

29. Various legal opinions from the parties’ respective legal counsel, 

to be rendered at the Closing for the benefit of other parties; 

30. A written waiver from Kenergy Corp., Jackson Purchase Electric 

Corporation and Meade County RECC, respectively, in favor of WKEC and 

LEM, waiving certain third-party beneficiary rights held by those distribution 

cooperatives under the 1998 Power Purchase Agreement between Big Rivers and 

WKECILEM; 

14 
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31. An agreement of the Rural TJtilities Service to release and 

discharge a certain demand promissory note from LEM to and in favor of the 

Rural Utilities Service in the principal amount of $933,333.33, which was 

delivered by LEM in connection with the 1998 transactions; 

32. An agreement for Big Rivers and W E C  to jointly retain the 

services of an environmental consultant (URS) to perform an environmental audit 

of the leased generators, Station Two and the sites on which they are located, 

prior to the Closing; and 

33. A customary closing memorandum setting forth the transfers of 

funds and other actions to be undertaken by the parties at the Closing. 
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Description of Provisions of Transaction Termination 
Agreement as amended by First Amendment to 

Transaction Termination Agreement dated November- 1.2007 

Big Rivers, LG&E Energy Marketing Inc. (“LEM”) and Western 

Kentucky Energy Corp. (“WKEC” and together with LEM, the “ W E  Parties”) have 

entered into a Transaction Termination Agreement dated March 26. 2007, as amended on 

November I, 2007 (the “Termination Agreement”) relating to the potential termination of 

the existing arrangements under which Big Rivers leases its generating facilities to 

wI(EC and purchases power from LEM. The termination of the existing arrangements 

between Big Rivers and MXEC and L,EM contemplated by the Termination Agreement is 

referred to in this discussion as the “Unwind”. This discussion describes various 

significant provisions of the Termination Ageement. Note that the following represents 

15 

16 

17 

18 the WKE Parties. 

only a summary of certain provisions of the Termination Agreement, and is not an 

exhaustive summary of every provision of that agreement. Reference should be made to 

the Termination Agreement itself for the specific rights and obligations of Rig Rivers and 

19 A. Scheduled Unwind Closing Date 

20 

21 

32 

The Termination Agreement calls for the WKE Parties and Big Rivers to 

mutually agree upon a date on which they believe the conditions to closing in the 

Termination Agreement will be satisfied or waived. This date is defined in the 

Termination Agreement as the “Scheduled Unwind Closing Dated”. The Scheduled 

Unwind Closing Date may not take place earlier than four montins from the date it is set 

m-3 

24 
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by the parties. The parties recognize that the actual date of the closing of the Unwind 

(the “Closing”) may not coincide with the Scheduled Unwind Closing Date. The setting 

of tlie Scheduled Unwind Closing Date does not insure that the Closing wili occur, but 

Big Rivers and the WKE Parties each agrees in the Termination Agreement to use its 

reasonable best efforts to cause the conditions to the Closing that are within its reasonable 

control to be satisfied and to cause the Closing to occur. 

B. Consummation of the U n w d  at Closin!: 

At the Closing tlie parties will execute and deliver the actual documents 

which will effect the termination of the existing arrangements between Big Rivers and 

the M E  Parties, including termination of the Lease, Power Purchase Agreement, 

Transmission Service and Interconnection Agreement, the transactions among Big 

Rivers, the WIG Parties and the City of Henderson with respec1 to the Station Two 

generating facilities of the City, and the other Operative Documents between Big Rivers 

and the W I E  Parties. AI1 Operative Documents between Big Rivers and either of the 

WICE Parties, including the two subordinated mortgages made by Big Rivers to the WKE 

Parties, will be terminated and the only remaining obligations between Big Rivers and the 

W E  Parties will be those provided for in the Termination Agreement and the other 

Definitive Documents relating to the Unwind. 

C. Pavmeiits 

At the Closing, W C  will pay Big Rivers $301,500,000, subject to 

adjustment for the value of the inventory and personal property which WKEC will also 

convey to Big Rivers at the Closing. If the aggregate value of the inventory plus the 

OHS East: 160356629 1 -2- 
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personal property conveyed to Big Rivers at the Closing exceeds $55,000,000, the 

teimination payment made by WICEC will be decreased by the amount of the excess. If 

the aggregate value of the inventory plus the personal property conveyed to Rig Rivers at 

the Closing is less than $55,000,000, the termination payment made by WKEC will be 

increased by the amount of the deficiency. At the Closing, Big Rivers will return to 

WKEC $559,850 in deposits previously paid to Big Rivers by LEM in connection with 

the reservation of certain transmission capacity, plus accrued interest on such amounts. 

At the Closing, Big Rivers will pay W<EC $1,035,000 as the purchase 

price for the land and buildings constituting the central lab in Henderson and a parcel of 

land in Hancoclc County. 

In connection with the Closing, Big Rivers and WICEC will compute 

amounts owed to one party or the other as of the Closing for Incremental Environmental 

O&M, Henderson Incremental Environmental O&M, Incremental Capital Costs, 

Henderson Incremental Capital Costs, Enhancements, Major Capital Repairs, Henderson 

Major Capital Repairs, Non-Incremental Capital Costs and Henderson Non-Incremental 

Capital Costs. These true-up payments will be computed in accordance with the 

provisions of the existing Operative Documents and, in the case of amounts owned ii. 

respect of Non-Incremental Capital Costs and Henderson Non-Incremental Capital Costs, 

will take into account Big hvers ’  payment of the Big Rivers Contribution tiu-ough the 

Closing. The Termination Agreement sets forth a detailed procedure for deterniining 

such true-up amounts which will be paid at the Closing to the extent such amounts are 

ascertained and agreed at the Closing. Tne Tennination Agreement contemplates that 

some of such true-up payments may be made as soon as practicable after the Closing if, 

- -*. OFIS East:16035661? 
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for instance, certain costs relating to the true-up payments are not invoiced to the WKE 

Parties prior to the Closing. 

In connection with the Closing, true-up payments will also be made in 

respect of the monthly installment of basic rent and the Monthly Margin Payrnent 

payable under the V , m C  Lease to Big Rivers, and amounts owing by one p a q  or 

another under the Power Purchase Agreement and the Transmission Services and 

Interconnection Agreement. 

Big Rivers will not acquire any accounts receivable or cash on hand of any 

WICE Party in connection with the TJnwind, nor will Big Rivers be obligated for any 

amount owed to vendors or owed to lessors of equipment by the WIE Parties for 

commodities, services or rent through the Closing. 

D. Valuation of Inventonr and Personal Propertv. 

Inventory conveyed by WCEC to Big Rivers in connection with the 

Unwind will include coal (including coal fines), synthetic fuel, petroleum coke, fuel oil, 

lime, limestone, spare parts, materials and supplies. The Termination Agreement sets 

forth a detailed procedure for determining the quantity and value of inventory to be 

conveyed by WICEC to Big Rivers at the Closing. The quantities of coa,, synthetic fuel, 

petroleum coke fuel oil, lime and limestone to be conveyed will be determined by 

physical inventories which will be adjusted for usage subsequent to the inventories but 

prior to the Closing. The value for all items of inventory will be the “book value” of the 

classifications of inventory as reflected in the books anc, records of WEC 8s of the 

Closing. The invtmtoiy conveyed to Big Rivers mal. include fuel which 1s in transi; to 
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the generating plants so long as all amounts owed the vendors for such fuel remain the 

responsibility of WKEC. The Termination Agreement also includes a mechanic for 

dealing with post-Closing fuel deliveries which do not conform to contract specifications. 

WKEC will also convey to Big Rivers the quantities of DBA (reagent), fixation lime, 

sodium sulfate, hydrated lime and ammonia at the generating plants at the Closing, but 

the value of such items of inventory will not be credited toward the $55,000,000 

commitment. The quantity of spare parts, materials and supplies to be conveyed by 

WICK to Big Rivers as part of inventory will be determined by a physical inventory and 

will also be valued at WICEC’s “book value”. At the Closing, WKEC will convey to Big 

Rivers various items of tangible personal property identified by the parties and included 

in a schedule to the Termination Agreement as of the Closing. In addition, the 

Termination Agreement recognizes that some items of personal property to be conveyed 

to Big Rivers may be identified shortly after the Closing. Such post-Closing 

identification may necessitate a post-Closing payment by Big Rivers. All items of 

personal property will be valued ar. TM<ECs depreciated book value for these items. 

E. Assimed Contracts 

At the Ciosing WKEC will transfer to Rig Rivers various contracts, 

agreements, leases, subleases, licenses (including certain licenses of intellectual property) 

and sublicenses to which a WKE Party is a party (fhe “Assigned Contracts) relating to the 

generating plants. the fuel supply for the generating plants, the personal property 

associated with the generating plants, or to the operation, maintenance, repair or upkeep 

thereof. Big kvers will assume the liabilities of the W<E Partizs under the Assigned 

Contracts from and after the Closing. The list of Assigned Contracts will be included in a 

r - ._ OHS E m 1  60356620 1 
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schedule to the Termination Agreement and will be mutually agreed by Big Rivers and 

the WKE Parties prior to the Closing. If a complete release of the relevant WCE Party 

cannot be obtained froin a counterparty under an Assigned Contract, Big Rivers has the 

option to accept an assignment of such Assigned Contract and provide an indemnity to 

such W E  Party, except in the case of certain identified and scheduled contracts for 

which a release of relevant WCE Party by the contract counterpart is a condition to the 

W E  Parties’ obligation to close the Unwind. 

F. Intellectual Property 

Intellectual Property used in connection with the operation of the 

generating plants will be conveyed by WKEC to Big Rivers by one of several methods: 

(i) assi,onment to Big Rivers by the relevant W E  Party of intellectual 

property owned by such W E  Party, 

(ii) License to Big Rivers by the relevant W E  Party of intellectual 

property owned by the relevant WKE Party, 

(iii) assi,ment or sublicense to Big Rivers by the relevant WKE Party 

of intellectual property for which no consent of a third party vendor is required. and 

(iv) provision of intellectual property services to Big Rivers pursuant to 

a support service agreement entered into by Big 

Rivers and the W E  Parties. 

OHS East: 160356675: 
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Agreement among the parties on the proper mode of providing Rig Rivers 

with the benefits of the intellectual property it deems necessary for the operation of the 

generating plants is a condition to the Closing. Aside from specific representations made 

by the WICE Parties to Big Rivers, the intellectual property conveyed by one of the 

above-described methods to Big Rivers will be without warranty on the part of the WKE 

Parties (i.e., no express or implied warranties). The Termination Agreement makes it Big 

Rivers' responsibility to prepare itself and its personnel for the operation of the 

intellectual property to be conveyed or made available for its use or benefit to it at the 

Closing. In the Termination Agreement, WKEC has agreed to reasonably cooperate in 

that task. 

G. Permits 

The Termination Agreement includes a list or summary of all permits and 

licenses specifically issued by any governmental entity to, or in respect of, the generating 

plants and in the possession and control of lJ,%<EC. This list may be augmented prior to 

the Closing. Big Rivers may object to the addition of additional permits or the filing of 

additional applications to amend or modify permits prior to the Closing, and resolution of 

such objection is a condition to Closing. Refusal or reluctance by any governmental 

entity to consent to the transfer of an essential permit, or to the issuance of a new permit 

to Big Rivers in lieu of such assignment, is a circumstance which would permit Big 

Rivers to delay the Closing. The Termination Agreement contemplates that the consent 

of some governmental entities to the assignment of a peimt to Rig Rivers, or the issuance 

of a new permit to Big Rivers in lieu of such consent to assignment, may occur after the 

Closing. WKEC and Big Rivers have each covenanted to use its reasonable bzst efforts 
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to cause the final assignment of such permits, or issuance of new permits to Big Rivers, 

to occur. In the Termination Agreement WKEC commits to pursue such efforts for two 

years following the Closing. 

H. SO2 Allowances and NOx Allowances 

The Termination Agreement provides that, effective as the Closing, Big 

Rivers will be entitled to the fkll and exclusive use of all of the SO-, Allowances and NOx 

Allowances in the accounts maintained for the generating plants. WICEC is obligated to 

replace any of such Allowances for the Closing year or subsequent years it may have 

sold, assigned or conveyed. The relevant portion of SO? and NOx Allowances allocated 

to Station Two will be allocated between WKEC and Big Rivers on generally a pro-rata 

basis upon the date after the Closing of the final determination of the portion of such 

Allowances to which the City of Henderson is entitled. In addition, the Termination 

Agreement provides that WIEC shall transfer to Big Rivers, at no cost to Big Rivers, on 

or prior to February 15 of the year following the Closing, 14,000 SO? Allowances having 

a vintage which permits them to be used in calendar year 2007 and thereafter. 

I. Consent and Release Commitments 

Under the Termination Agreement, the wI(E Parties are not obligated to 

make payments which exceed in the aggregate $1,000,000 to obtain (i) the consents of' 

the counterparties to any Assigned Contracts to the assignment to Big Rivers and release 

of the W E ,  Parties, (ii) the consents of any governmental entixies to the conveyance of 

permits and (iii) the consents of licensors of intellectual p r o p e q  to the sublicense to Big 

Rivers of any intellectual property. 
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The Termination Agreement includes conditions to each party’s obligation 

to close the Unwind which are fairly conventional in transactions of this nature‘ including 

conditions relating to the correctness of each party’s representations, the obtaining of all 

requisite governrnental approvals for the Unwind, the execution by creditors, vendors, the 

aluminum smelters and Rig Rivers’ members of the certain implementing documents, 

consents and releases necessary for the Unwind to occur. It is a condition to the WKE 

Parties obligation to close the Unwind that LEM shall have been discharged from its 

obligation to pay the demand note to RUS in the amount of $933,333.33, executed in 

1998, and that Big Rivers’ debt secured by a lien on the generating plants receive a rating 

of at least BBB- by S&P and Baa.? by Moody‘s after the Unwind. It is also a condition of 

the WICE Parties’ obligation to close the Unwind that there be no environmental 

condition associated with any generating plant the remediation of which is reasonably 

likely to exceed $1,000,000, It is also a condition to the WIG2 ;Parties’ obligation to close 

the Unwind that WKEC have received tax rulings from the Internal Revenue Service and 

the ICentucly Revenue Cabinet concerning certain tax aspects of the TJnwind. 

The Termination Agreement provides that it is a condition to Big Rivers’ 

obligation to close the Unwind that Big Rivers’ debt secured by the generating plants 

receive a rating of at least BBB by S&P and Baa:! by Moody’s afier the ‘CJnwind. It is 

also a condition to Big Rivers’ obligation to close the Unwind that no material casualty 

damage have occurred to any generating plant. Big Rivers’ obligation to close the 

Unwind is also subject to the identical condition regarding the absence of any 

environmental condition at any generating plant as described for the V X E  Parties above. 
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The Termination Agreement also makes it a condition to Big Rivers’ obligation to close 

the Unwind that new contracts for retail service have been executed by Kenerg and each 

of the smelters and that Big Rivers’ wholesale power contracts with its members be 

extended as necessary to achieve the required credit rating on Big Rivers’ senior debt. 

The Termination Agreement provides that within 90 days of the Scheduled Unwind 

Closing Date, WKEC shall demonstrate to Big kvers’ reasonable satisfaction, through 

performance data or testing, that each of the generating plants is capable of generating net 

output at levels set forth in the Termination Agreement. It is also a condition to Big 

Rivers’ obligation to close the Unwind that no forced outage of any generating plant have 

occurred for a period greater than five consecutive days during the 30-days preceding the 

Closing, and that there be no forced outage of any generating plant pending on the date of 

the Closing. Additional conditions to Big Rivers’ obligations to close the Unwind 

include (i) Big Rivers’ approval of any material deviation from a WKEC operating plan 

for 2007 prior to the Closing, (ii) that WKEC have cleaned out four ponds at Plant 

Wilson and (iii) that Big Rivers’ Wilson to Coleman 345kv circuit be connected to 

E.ON’s Elmer Smith to Hardin County 3 4 % ~  circuit or that an alternative reasonably 

satisfactory to Big Rivers shall have been effected. 

K. Representations and Warranties 

The Termination Agreement contains fairly conventional representations 

by both Big Rivers and the WI<E Parties concerning various corporate matters, necessary 

creditor and governmental consents, the absence of violations of other corporate 

agreements and the absence of lirigation impacting the Unwind. The W E  Parties will 

also make certain limited representations concerning the material compliance of the 
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proceedings involving environmental laws. This representation is made to the knowledge 

of senior executives at WXEC and excludes environmental conditions existing before 

1998, conditions disclosed by WKEC to Big €hers or conditions which are the subject of 

indemnities or other cost sharing provisions of the Termination Agreement. It should be 

noted that the aforementioned representation concerning compliance with environmental 

laws is tlie only representation made by the WKE Parties which deals with the physical 

condition of the generating plants and the sites. The WKE Parties will represent to Big 

Rivers that they have delivered to Big Rivers all reports and studies performed by third 

parties since May 2003 with respect to the generating plants. The W E  Parties will also 

represent that the intellectual propertjr utilized by the WKE Parties in connection with the 

operation and dispatch of the generating plants immediately prior to the Unwind shall 

continue to be fully available to Big Rivers after the Closing in connection with the 

operation or dispatch of the generating plants. The above-described representation made 

by tne V I E  Parties concerning environmemal conditions at tne generating plants will 

expire five years from the Closing; the representations made by the WI(E parties 

concerning the absence of liens created by them on the generating plants, non- 

infringement of patents and the correctness of certain materials identified in Big Rivers' 

due diligence process will expire three years from the Closing; all other representations 

made by the WI<E Parties and Big Rivers will expire one year from the Closing. 

L. Agreements Concerning Operation of Plants Prior to Closing. 

The Termination Agreement includes certain agreements by tlie parties 

concerning the operation of the generating plants in the period between the execution of 
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the Termination Agreement and the Closing. The Termination Agreement gives Big 

Rivers the right to have a representative at each generating plant to assist in Big Rivers’ 

due diligence. This representative would have access to books, records and other data 

with respect to the generating plant and would have the right to be present during the 

performances of all maintenance and capital repairs. wI(EC has provided to Big Rivers 

its operating plans which include 2008 for each of the generating plants and has agreed to 

use commercially reasonable efforts to operate the generating plants in accordance with 

these operating plans and not to deviate from these operating plans unless such deviation 

is in accordance with prudent utility practice. While Big Rivers has acknowledged in the 

Termination Agreement WICEC’ s right to deviate from these operating plans when 

circumstances dictate, Big Rivers’ approval of any material deviation from an operating 

plan is a condition to Big Rivers’ obligation to close the IJnwind. In the Termination 

Agreement %KEC has covenanted to spend 90% of the cumulative total of the amounts 

called for in these operating plans for expenditure in 2007 and 2008 in respect of Non- 

Incremental Capital Costs and Henderson Non-Incremental Capital Costs, or pay to the 

difference between such scheduled expenditures and W a c ’ s  actual expenditures to Big 

Rivers at the Closing. 

In the Termination Agreement, has agreed not to implement any 

general wage increases outside the ordinary course of business prior to the Closing and to 

maintain employee levels at the generating plai2ts consistent with the operating plans for 

the plants. WKEC has also agreed in the Termination Agreement to certain restrictions 

on its ability to amend benefit plans and collective bargaining agreements prior to the 

Closing. WKEC has also agreed in the Termination Agreements to restrictions on its 
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ability to enter into certain contracts for maintenance, fuel supply, materials or 

transportation prior to the Closing without the approval of Rig Rivers. The Termination 

Agreement includes a procedure for a pre-Closing report to be prepared by Rig Rivers 

between 75 and 45 days prior to the Scheduled Unwind Closing Date in which Big Rivers 

(i) will inform WKEC of any areas in which Big Rivers believes WKEC has not 

complied with its covenant in the Termination Agreement concerning operation of the 

generating plants prior to the Closing and (ii) identify additional materials necessary for 

Big Rivers to conclude its due diligence. Failure to resolve any issues raised in this pre- 

Closing report would be a basis for Big Rivers to delay the Closing until resolution is 

achieved. Failure of Rig Rivers to deliver the pre-Closing report would constitute a 

waiver by Big Rivers of any right to allege non-compliance by WKEC with its pre- 

Closing operational covenant as a basis for Big Rivers to delay the Closing. 

M. TaxMatters 

In the Termination Agreement, WKEC has agreed to pay all sales and use 

taxes on the transfer of inventory, personal property, contracts, real property, permits and 

SO-, and NOx Allowances in connection with the Unwind. The Termination Agreement 

also apportions property taxes between Big Rivers and WKEC for the year in which the 

Closing takes place. 

N. Assignments Regarding Coleman Scrubber Damages: Personnel Matters 

In the Termination Agreement, Big Rivers and the W E  Parties have 

agreed upon a division of any liquidated damages paid under the EPC Contract for the 

Coleman Scrubber based upon whether they are attributable to the period prior to, or 
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after, the Closing. If amounts of liquidated damages under the Coleman Scrubber EPC 

which. would otherwise be payable to Big l v e r s  are limited by a cap on overall 

liquidated damages payable by the vendor, the WKE Parties will remit to Big Rivers all 

amounts of liquidated damages in excess of $5 million which they may have received 

until Big Rivers is made whole. 

In the Termination Agreement, Big Rivers affirms its intent to make offers 

of employment to all W E C  employees whose normal location is Henderson or at one of 

the generating plants, and to offer such employees positions substantially similar, and 

with similar pay, to those held by the employees in WCEC. Big Rivers is not, however, 

required to make such offer to a WKEC employee if it would result in a transferred 

employee having responsibilities which are duplicative of the responsibilities of a current 

Big Rivers employee. The Termination Agreement gives E.ON and its affiliate the right 

to make competing offers of employment to WKEC’s employees. The former employees 

of MKEC who trznsfer to Big Rivers will receive credit for their service with WKEC and 

any prior service with Big Rivers for purposes of determining eligibility for participation 

in Big Rivers’ employee benefit plans. Big Rivers will not assume Wac’s collective 

bargaining agreement with the IBEW, Local 1701, after the Unwind, although Rig 

Rivers’ own labor agreement with IBEW Local 170 1 contains a provision whereby such 

Union will be recognized as the representative of WKEC’s bargaining employees at the 

Closing. The Termination Agreement also includes provisions dealing with employee 

training and health and safety files, employee benefit claims, severance benefits, sick 

leave, vacation and personal days and certain retiree medical benefits. 
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The Termination Agreement stipulates that URS Corporation will perform 

an environmental survey of the generating plants and the sites on which they are situated 

prior to the Closing (the “Unwind Environmental Audit”). The scope, methods and 

protocols of the Unwind Environmental Audit will be incorporated as an exhibit in the 

Termination Agreement, but will be largely within the discretion of Big Rivers. The 

Termination Agreement contemplates that Big Rivers may request, as a condition to 

closing the Unwind, that additional environmental conditions disclosed in connection 

with the Unwind Environmental Audit or other environmental due diligence prior to the 

Closing be the subject of additional indemnifications from the WKE Parties or cost 

sharing arrangements. The MKE Parties have no obligation to agree to that request, 

however. The Termination Agreement includes cross-indemnities between Rig Rivers 

and RXEC relating to opacity at any of the generating plants. Generally, this indemnity 

divides responsibilit-,: for dslmages in respect of opacity based upon the timing of when 

any failure to comply with opacity restrictions in any governmental law occurred. In 

addition, the Termination Agreement includes provisions under which Big Rivers agrees 

to indemnify the W E  Parties for claims, costs and expenses relating to the Plant Green 

and Plant Wilson landfills unless the indemnified cost is caused by any of the WI<E 

Parties or any of their affiliates. In addition, the Termination Agreement includes 

provisions under which Big Rivers assumes responsibility to close the ‘“Southem Ash 

Pond” and the “Former Ash Pond’‘ at Plant Coleman with WIUX remaining liable for a 

pro rata portion of all closing costs for either- cjf such Ash Ponds in the evex TsJI(EC 

disposed materials in either. The Termination Agreement includes a provision whereby 
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Big Rivers and WKEC share responsibility for all net costs and expenses that may 

become due by reason of a failure of any generating plant to have complied with the New 

Source Review provisions of the Clean Air Act as a result of changes in the method of 

operating, maintaining. repairing or replacing any generating plant without obtaining a 

permit or permit amendment covering such change during the period prior to the Closing. 

including during the period of Big Rivers’ operation prior to 1998. WKEC shall be 

responsible for funding 80% of all such net costs an6 expenses for, or attributable, to the 

least cost alternative to comply with such New Source Review obligation and Big Rivers 

shall be responsible for funding all other net costs and expenses necessary to comply with 

New Source Review. WKEC will not be responsible for sharing in the net costs and 

expenses for New Source Review noncompliance under this provision if the New Source 

Review noncompliance has not been established within five years of the Closing. While 

the Termination Agreement provides that Rig Rivers will be entitled to address New 

Source review noncompliance in such a manner as it deems appropriate, WCEC’s 

responsibility would only extend to funding 80% of the net costs and expenses of the 

least cost alternative. 

The Termination Agreement provides that certain environmental 

conditions, circumstances or matters will be identified on 8 schedule attached to the 

Termination Agreement. The matters on this schedule will be mutually agreeable to 

WKEC and Rig Rivers. Following the Closing WICEC shall indemniijr Big Rivers for all 

claims, demands, expenses and costs that may be asserted against Big Rivers resulting 

from fne conditions on this schedule to the extent such conditions first occurred following 

the consummarion of the MKEC L,ease transaction in 1998 and prior to the Closing or 
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were materially aggravated during the period of WKEC’s operation. Following the 

Closing Big Rivers will indemnify the W E  Parties for all claims, demands, expenses or 

costs that may be asserted against a WKE Party resulting from the conditions on this 

schedule to the extent such conditions first occurred prior to the 1998 transaction closing 

or were materially aggravated following the Closing. The indemnity described in this 

paragraph shall exist for one year following the Closing. 

The Termination Agreement also includes cross-indemnities by Big Rivers 

and WCEC for environmental conditions and releases which are unlcnown and 

undiscovered by any of the parties at the Closing. WCEC agrees to indemnify Big Rivers 

for claims related to such conditions to the extent such conditions were not known by Big 

Rivers at the Closing and emanated from conditions or releases caused by WIEC or to 

which WIEC materially contributed. Big Rivers agrees to indemnify the wI(EC Parties 

for claims related to such conditions to the extent such conditions were not known by the 

VlrI~CEC Parties at the Closing and emanated from conditions or releases camed bjr Big 

Rivers or to which Big Rivers materially contributed. The cross-indemnities described in 

this paragraph will exist for five years from the Closing. 

The indemnifications and cost sharing arrangements provided in the 

Terniination Agreement for specified environmental conditions or circumstances are the 

respective parties’ only recourse to address environmental conditions or circumstances, 

and are the subject of certain limitations and restrictions more particularly described in 

the Termination Agreement. 
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The Termination Agreement includes general indemnities of both vJE(EC 

and Big Rivers for claims, demands, losses,, damages, costs wliicli may be suffered by 

either Big Rivers or the WCE Parties, as the case may be, resulting from their respective 

periods of operation of the generating plants, other than those which may result from the 

gross negligence or willfbl misconduct of, or breach of an Operative Document or any 

Definitive document by, an indemnitee. The general indemnity is not duplicative of the 

specific environmental indemnities. Environmental conditions or circumstances are to be 

dealt with in accordance with the environmental indemnities and the cost sharing 

provisions of the Termination Agreement exclusively. W<EC’s general indemnity of 

Big Rivers also includes an indemnification for (i) claims of the City of Henderson 

against Big Rivers arising out of the breach or default of a WT(E Party under the Station 

Two Agreement or any o€ the i970 Station Two contracts between the City and Eig 

Rivers which have been assumed by the RKEC Parties occurring during the period of the 

WKE Parties’ operation of Station Two and (ii) any claims of the counterparties to 

Assigned Contracts, but only to the extent relating to commodities, services or leasehold 

interests provided under such Assigned Contracts during the period of WCEC Operation. 

The indemnification provisions of the Termination Agreement provide for 

a “deductible” of $1 million - that is until such time as the damages and other amounts 

that would be payable by Big Rivers or the WCEC Parties, as the case may be, exceed $1 

million no amounts shall be paid in respect of such indemnities. At such time as amounts 

that would be payable except for the operation of the preceding sentence exceed $1 
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The Termination Agreement includes a limitation of $200 million on all 

amounts for which the LG&E Parties are liable in respect of indemnities, breaches of 

representations and warranties and cost sharing arrangements (e.g., those in respect of 

New Source Review compliance) for which the VJI(E Parties are obligated under the 

Termination Agreement and all other Definitive Documents. Excluded from such 

limitation on liabilities of the WCE Parties are all fines and penalties assessed by any 

governmental entity and the aggregate value of any SO2 or NOx Allowances which Big 

Rivers or any WT(E Pai-ty might be required to expend, forfeit or remit to any 

governmental entity (including any reduction in allotments for future years) as part of any 

settlement with a governmental entity of an indemnified claim. 

1 3 Q. Termination of Termination Agreement 

14 

15 

16 

The Termination Agreement may be terminated at the option of Big 

Rivers, on the one hand, 01- the WI(E Parties, on the other hand, if the Closing shall not 

have occurred by April 30,2008. 

17 R. E.ON US. LLC Guaranty 

18 

19 

All obligations of the M E  Parties under the Termination Agreement and 

the other Definitive Documents for the Unwind will be guaranteed by E.ON U.S. LLC. 
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RESPONSE TO ITEM NO. 4 IN MAY 2,2007 LETTER FROM BETH 
O’DQNNELL. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR FOR THE KENTUCKY PUBLIC 

SERVICE COMMISSION 

IDENTIFICATION OF AMENDMENTS REQUIRED TO LEVERAGED LEASE 
TRANSACTION, DESCRIPTION OF REASON FOR THE CHANGE 

Giving effect to the provisions of the Termination Agreement will, except for the 

elimination of the transactions effectuated under the 1998 New Participation Agreement, 

not require alteration of the essential leveraged lease transaction structure, which will 

remain intact with inter. alia, the Ground Leases, the Head Leases, the Facility Leases, the 

Qualifying Swaps, the Rig Rivers Swaps, the various FGIP’s, the Payment Agreements, 

the Funding Agreements and the Government Securities Agreement remaining in place, 

together with the assorted pledges and security agreements which are related to them. 

Notwithstanding this general statement, amendments, both major and minor, to the 

leveraged lease transaction documents will be required to reflect the termination of the 

1998 transactions, the most significant amendment being the changes in the security 

instrument securing Big River’s senior obligations and the removal of the subordination 

provisions among the obligations of the Eig Rivers“ senior creditors. k brief summary of 

the more significant amendments follows: 

1. The parties to the leveraged lease Operative Documents (“Lease Operative 

Documents”) will recognize the termination of the existing arrangements 

with the E.ON Entities and the removal of references to the “LG&E 

Arrangements” in the Lease Operative Documents. To the extent that the 

collateral securing the obligations to any of the 2000 Lease Parties 
c 
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consists of assignments of interests in the 1998 WKEC Lease or of 

interests in the 1998 LEM Power Purchase Agreement, those assi,ments 

will end. 

2. The obligations arising out of the Operative Documents (as defined in the 

Lease Operative Documents), and currently secured by certain of those 

Lease Operative Documents, will continue to be secured by either 

amended and restated versions of those L,ease Operative Documents (such 

as the Funding Agreement Pledge, the Payment Agreement Pledge, 

Government Securities Pledge Agreement and the Facilities Lease 

Assi,ment Agreement) and by a new Indenture which will replace the 

Third Restated Mortgage. 

3. The existing Intercreditor Agreement will be replaced. A replacement 

Intercreditor Agreement will be executed to reflect termination of the 

interests of the E.ON Entities and the replacement of many provisions and 

purposes of the existing Intercreditor Agreement by the terms of the 

Indenture. The priority position held by the Owner Participants and their 

related statiitory trusts will become pari passzi with all the indebtedness 

owed to other creditors and secured by the Indenture. 

4. Consent will be obtained from the Original Creditors and the 2000 

Transaction Parties (both as defined in the existing Intercreditor 

Agreement) to the transactions arising out of the Termination Agreement 

and to the foregoing changes and amendments. 
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5.  Short amendments will be made to the Payment Agreement Pledge 

Agreement, the Government Securities Pledge Agreement and the 

Funding Agreement Pledge Agreement to reflect the fact that the 

subordinated security interest in the defeasance instruments which. 

currently exists in favor of the mortgagees under- the Third Restated 

Mortgage will be invested in the Trustee under the Indenture following 

consummation of the transaction. 

6. The parties to the Lease Operative Documents will acknowledge and agree 

in the New Intercreditor Agreement or elsewhere that Big Rivers Leasing 

Corporation will be converted fiom a Delaware corporation to a Delaware 

limited liability company. 

7.  Slight amendments to the Big Rivers Swaps will be necessary to reflect 

the replacement of the Third Restated mortgage with the Indenture. 
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